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Abstract
Efforts Towards Greener Photocatalysis and Streamlining Catalyst Design
Lindsey Allison Karp
Photocatalysis is a robust synthetic tool capable of breaking and assembling chemical
bonds using single electron chemistry. This is achieved through the catalytic conversion of light
energy to chemical energy in situ, such that the photons being delivered are themselves reagents.
Herein, an inexpensive and environmentally-benign platform for scaling up photocatalytic reaction
is disclosed, harnessing blue light naturally emitted by deep-sea bioluminescent bacteria.
Photobacterium angustum GB-1 was demonstrated to photoexcite both polypyridyl
organometallic chromophores and organic dyes at short molecular distances, enabling
photocatalysis without any external energy-consuming lamps
While improving the eco-friendliness of photocatalysis itself, we also present a method to
use photocatalysis for environmental remediation. Using visible light, a nontoxic organic
photosensitizer, and oxygen, we demonstrate the controlled oxidative depolymerization of
polystyrene—including polystyrene retrieved from waste receptacles in Havemeyer—to
acetophenone. This method is based on results obtained in the controlled aerobic deannulation of
cycloalkanes, which is also discussed herein.
Lastly, a means by which catalysis itself can be made more cost, resource, and time
effective is presented. An innovative computational platform in development predicts new
catalysts for reactions currently energetically inaccessible. In collaboration with the developers,
we present experimental validation of their theoretical predictions, as well as perform the synthesis
of a de novo fluorinated thiazolium precatalyst calculated to significantly lower the energetic
barrier of an otherwise energetically prohibitive Stetter reaction.
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Chapter 1: Introduction to Photochemistry and Photobiology
Section A: Photochemistry
1.1 The Impact of the Electromagnetic Spectrum on Organic
Molecules
Among the most abundant, readily usable, and inexpensive sources of energy to drive chemical
reactivity is light. As humanity’s scientific understanding of light’s interaction with matter grows
stronger and more advanced, so does the understanding of how to use that light to control matter
and

energy

on

molecular

scales.

Investigation

of

Figure 1.1 The electromagnetic spectrum.

1

this

light-matter

interrelationship, now coined photochemistry, dates back to the 18th century1. Since then,
significant progress in elucidating the physical and chemical underpinnings photochemistry have
allowed scientists to systematically employ electromagnetic irradiation as a chemical tool2.
Of all regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, the visible region, along with the ultraviolet
(UV) and near infrared (IR) regions, carry the requisite photon energy to produce electronic
transitions in chemical chromophores (Figure 1.1). While constituting just a fraction of the full
electromagnetic spectrum, the UV and visible regions are extremely important because their
wavelength energies are on the order of the electronic states of atoms and molecules. Organic
molecules tend to absorb photons in the UV region, which in some cases is deleterious because
UV light is sufficiently energetic to break many weak to moderate C-C bonds. In the interest of
avoiding unproductive reactivity or decomposition of organic molecules, interest in visible light
photochemistry is strong. Fortunately, bathochromic shifts in absorption occur as a molecule’s
 system is extended. To date, a plethora organic molecules, dyes, and transition metal complexes
are identified not only by their ability to absorb visible light, but to convert it to productive
chemical energy. With this knowledge in hand, chemists have come to recognize visible light as
an indispensable tool to evoke rationally designed reactivity from molecular excited states.

1.2 The Photophysics of Organic Photosensitization
Visualization of electronic transitions invoked by photon absorption is important for
understanding photophysical underpinnings of photochemistry (Figure 1.2)3. The process begins
with excitation (S0 → Sn*) corresponding to absorption of a photon, habs, to elevate an electron to
an excited singlet state, Sn. For population of excited states to occur, the incoming photon
must be of sufficient energy to match or exceed the absorbing molecule’s HOMO-LUMO energy
gap. Next, vibrational relaxation (Sn* → Sn) occurs in which the photon’s energy in the excited
2

electron is dissipated into other vibrational modes as kinetic energy. The system then undergoes
internal conversion (Sn → S1), a radiationless transition, as it relaxes within an electronic state
from a higher to lower vibrational energy level. Typically, subsequent photophysical processes
involve the lowest excited singlet state, S1, in accordance with Kasha’s rule. At this point, one of
three processes may occur: non-radiative decay back to the ground state through heat loss (S1 →
S0), radiative decay back to the ground state through fluorescence (S1 → S0), or non-radiative,
spin-forbidden intersystem crossing (ISC) to an excited triplet state (S1 → T1)4. Triplet lifetimes
are generally longer than those of singlet states, generally on the order of s to ms, due to the spinforbidden process of returning to the ground state. Like that from S1, relaxation to the ground state
from T1 can proceed non-radiatively or radiatively, as heat dissipation or phosphorescence
respectively. The triplet state is extremely well-suited to photochemistry because of its relatively
long lifetime, as well as the added chemical space made available by its unpaired diradical
character.

Figure 1.2 Overview of photophysical processes.

1.3 Reactivities of Photosensitized Organic Molecules
In its S1 or T1 electronic state, a chromophore’s fundamental chemical and physical
properties and propensities are intrinsically different from those in its resting ground state S1. In
3

its excited state, said molecule’s preferred geometric conformation, dipole and/or magnetic
moment, polarizability, redox potential, and acid-base properties may be significantly altered.

Figure 1.3 Overlay of electromagnetic spectrum, the absorbances of organic molecules,
and common BDE values.

As described by the Planck-Einstein equation, irradiation of a compound with 250-650 nm
photons corresponds to the introduction of 44-114 kcal/mol of energy. Should said molecule
contain electronic transitions at or below the incident photon wavelength, excitation can proceed.
For this reason, the most common observed photochemically-invoked electronic transitions are π
to π*, n to π*, or σ to σ* (Figure 1.4)5. Following excitation and internal conversion, the excited
molecule adopts a distinct diradical character with varying lifetimes depending on S1 or T1
multiplicity. S1 diradicals are often quenched very rapidly by recombination, while slightly lower
energy T1 diradicals often have longer, and therefore more synthetically manageable, lifetimes.

4

This is attributed to the spin-forbidden relaxation pathway back to the singlet state, taking on the
order of hundreds of nanoseconds to complete.
If the excited state of a molecule is sufficiently long-lived, subsequent intermolecular
reactivity can occur outside the isolated relaxation manifold. A well-documented and highly useful
intermolecular process involving T1 state (and in some specialized cases, S1) is energy transfer, or
sensitization. In the presence of a ground state acceptor molecule with a HOMO-LUMO gap
matched to the donor’s T1 SOMO energy, these processes can occur. This is important because it
allows for population of a variety of molecules’ excited states, and therefore modes of chemical
reactivity, which may be otherwise unattainable through direct absorption of photons.

Figure 1.4 Modes of triplet sensitization/energy transfer.

Energy transfer most typically proceeds through either Förster or Dexter mechanisms,
respectively characterized as “through space” or “though bond” mechanisms6. As seen in the
following example between donor acetophenone and acceptor naphthalene (Figure 1.5)7-8, Förster
energy transfer requires no orbital overlap between the donor and acceptor, whereas Dexter energy
transfer, in which the donor and acceptor directly exchange electrons, does require orbital overlap.
In this vein, Förster energy transfer can occur over relatively large distances between donor and
acceptor, whereas Dexter energy transfer is limited to intermolecular distances of no more than 10

5

Å. In either case, the acceptor molecule is promoted to the T1 state and the photoactivated donor
molecule concomitantly returns to S0.

Figure 1.5 Photoinduced electron transfer.

In addition to energy transfer, photoinduced electron transfer (PET) is a common and
highly useful reaction pathway of photoexcited molecules. Following excitation and ISC, the
newly formed T1 “SOMO,” or singly-occupied molecular orbital, endows the molecule with dual
oxidizing and reducing power. As such, the excited molecule can respectively serve as an electron
acceptor or donor upon introduction of an exogenous quencher (Figure 1.5)9. To return the openshell intermediate to its resting valence configuration, a subsequent final re-reduction or rereduction step must occur. This phenomenon, further defined as photoredox catalysis, will be
covered in greater detail in section 1.5.

6

1.4 Photoredox Catalysis: a Modern Renaissance in Photochemistry
A resurgence of interest in photochemistry in recent years has given way to remarkable
advances in the field. This renaissance is defined by a paradigmatic shift away from UV-based
photochemistry and towards visible, and even more recently, IR, light for such purposes. Usage
of lower energy photons imparts intrinsically improved mechanistic control over which bonds to
activate, and which to leave untouched. Furthermore, the birth of photoredox catalysis has
reimagined light not just as a source of energy, but as a source of electrochemical potential. This
idea has manifested in the design and use of light-harvesting chromophores, or photocatalysts,
which selectively absorb low-energy visible light to catalytically generate reactive species
through PET or energy transfer10. As opposed to the classical approaches to photochemistry,
photoredox catalysis allows for the catalytic generation of reactive organic species not through
direct photoexcitation, but through excitation of the low-energy light-harvesting photocatalyst.
The most prominent classes of photoredox catalysts are d6 metal polypyridyl complexes,
generally of Ru or Ir, and varieties of conjugated organic dyes (Figure 1.6). Common structural
motifs of organic dyes include xanthates, acridiniums, pyryliums, and polyarenes11. On average,
organic dyes tend to absorb lower energy visible light to evoke synthetically-productive
electronic transitions, but have relatively short excited state lifetimes. metal polypyridyls tend to
have much longer T1 lifetimes, being on the order of thousands of nanoseconds versus tens of
nanoseconds by organic dyes. Both general classes of photocatalysts have received significant
attention in the chemical community, with chemists now presented with a diverse library of
available photocatalysts from which to choose when designing photoredox-based methodologies.

7

Figure 1.6 Common photoredox catalysts and their excitation max values.

Upon photoexcitation, these metal polypyridyl photocatalysts undergo a metal-to-ligand
charge transfer (MLCT) event. The HOMO of these complexes is a metal-centered non-bonding
orbital, and the LUMO is a ligand-centered * orbital12-13. As such, the excited state of these
complexes has significant electron density on the ligand, while leaving behind a hole at the metal
center. This can alternatively be thought of as an oxidation of the metal center and reduction of the
ligand. This phenomenon, as well as the means by which to harness this excited for intermolecular
single-electron transfer (SET), is illustrated in Figure 1.7. Shown is the ubiquitous photocatalyst
Ir[dF(CF3)ppy]2(dtbbpy)1+. On the left is the ground state resting d6 complex with a simplified
depiction of its frontier molecular orbitals. Irradiation with deep blue visible light triggers MLCT
and subsequent ISC to the T1 excited state. At this point, the excited Ir[dF(CF3)ppy]2(dtbbpy)1+
SOMO is both a stronger single-electron oxidant and reductant than the corresponding ground
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state. This dual SET platform can be designed by introducing a molecule with complementary
redox profiles, ultimately allowing full turnover of the catalyst10.
The prevalence of polypyridyl organometallic photocatalysts is also due to the how
straightforward modulation of its excited state oxidation and reductions is.

Figure 1.7 Common photoredox catalysis mechanism.

In heteroleptic Ir[dF(CF3)ppy]2(dtbbpy)1+, again in Figure 1.7, the * LUMO has been
computationally shown to reside on the bipyridine ligand, not the phenyl pyridine ligands.
Therefore, appending different functionality on the bipyridine can raise or lower the LUMO as
desired. Complementarily, installation of different substituents on the phenyl pyridine ligands can
raise or lower the metal-centered non-bonding HOMO14. Thus, the HOMO-LUMO gap, and

9

therefore MLCT max, can be fine-tuned to respond to specific wavelengths of visible light and
hold specific excited-state redox power.
Photoredox catalysis was first applied to synthetic organic chemistry in the late 1970s,
laying the earliest groundwork for what would 40 years later revolutionize the field (Figure 1.8).

Figure 1.8 Seminal applications of photoredox catalysis to organic synthesis: the “first
wave.”

At this point, Ruthenium tris(bipyridine)2+ (Ru(bpy)32+) was first recognized as a
prototypical photocatalyst and was demonstrated to engage dihydropyridines as reductive
quenchers15. Kellogg was the first to disclose this reactivity in 1978, using stoichiometric Hantzsch
ester and catalytic Ru(bpy)32+ under ambient light to reductively cleave -ketosulfoniums to
methyl ketones, quantitatively16. Not long after, Pac17 and Tanaka18 expanded on this chemistry to
reduce dimethylmaleate and dimerize benzyl bromide, respectively. As the 1980s faded into the
1990s, more diverse applications of Ru(bpy)32+ photoredox catalysis were being disclosed,
including in the Pschorr reaction19, phenacyl halide reductions20, and a C-C bond-forming
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decarboxylative alkylation of N(acyloxy)phthalimides21—a blueprint for the modern Giese
reaction22.
If the first wave of photoredox catalysis is generally considered to be between the late
1970s to early 1990s, the second wave undoubtedly came in the mid-2000s (Figure 1.9). In 2008,
Yoon broke the silence, publishing a photoredox-catalyzed intramolecular enone [2+2]
cycloaddition23. Only a month later, MacMillan disclosed a powerful dual catalytic system,
employing both photoredox catalysis and organocatalysis for the asymmetric alkylation of
aldehydes24.

Figure 1.9 Foundations of modern photoredox catalysis: the “second wave.”

Then, in 2009, Stephenson reported a remarkably mild and chemoselective photoredox-catalyzed
hydrodehalogenation of alkyl halides25, followed by an aza-Henry C-H activation platform26.
MacMillan’s 2011 report on photoredox-catalyzed -amino C-H arylation set this revolution in
stone27. Taken together, these three papers are often regarded as the trigger for the second phase
of photoredox catalysis, which is still underway and growing ever exponentially28. This is because
they all clearly exemplify ways in which photoredox catalysis can replace dated reactions with
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harsh, unsafe, or unselective characteristics with ones that are extremely chemoselective, efficient,
and straightforward. Today, photoredox catalysis has grown into one of the most robust synthetic
tools in organic chemistry, and the breadth of its potential is still being realized.

1.5 Chemiluminescence
To date, chemiluminescence (CL) has not been adopted for use in photocatalysis due to its
transient nature. However, an understanding of the phenomenon can guide chemists in devising
ways to make it suitable for in situ intermolecular photon release and absorption. This is not to say
that CL has not seen diverse and powerful interdisciplinary applications. CL has been exploited
for a variety of uses across numerous disciplines, such as for cancer photodynamic therapy29,
diverse bioanalyte imaging and detection30-32, chemiluminescence resonance energy transfer
(CRET)33-35, and more. While generally unrelated to previous sections on synthetic photocatalysis,
this introduction to CL is designed as a segue into bioluminescence (Section 1.7).
CL is the striking process by which a ground state chemical reaction generates
electronically excited products. This process can, in a sense, be thought of as the mirror reflection
of photoexcitation. During photoexcitation, light energy is converted to chemical energy.
Conversely, CL involves conversion of chemical energy to light energy. Of course, in order for a
reaction to proceed via such a peculiar energetic trajectory, various requirements must be met. The
reaction itself must be sufficiently exothermic to form the electronically excited state of the product
en route to the final product. Photons produced in CL are generally anywhere in the 400-750 nm
range of the visible region (violet to red), which corresponds to approximately 40-70 kcal/mol of
energy36. As such, the difference between the total reaction energy (H) and the activation energy
(H‡) must be greater than or equal to the energy required to generate the product’s excited state
(Hex) (Figure 1.10). Additionally, even if a product excited state is energetically achievable as
12

per the above constraints, photon emission must be more favorable than potentially competitive
non-radiative relaxation pathways.

Figure 1.10 Free energy profiles of exothermic and chemiluminescent reactions.

CL was first described in 1877 by Radziszewski, who noted yellow light emission when
he bubbled oxygen into an alkaline solution of 2,4,5-triphenylimidazole (Iophine)37. Fifty years
later, Albrecht disclosed CL of 5-amino-2,3-dihydrophthalizine-1,4-dione (luminol) in O2saturated basic aqueous solutions upon introduction of an oxidant38. Since then, luminol has
received great attention for a plethora of analytical applications, such as forensic detection,
immunoassay development metabolic pathway monitoring, and trace metal analysis39. The
conventional mechanism of luminol CL is understood to begin with double deprotonation to form
the corresponding dianionic phthalazine diolate, followed by activation of oxygen to form a key
bicyclic endoperoxide. This remarkably high-energy endoperoxide is the chemiluminophore, as
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its concerted extrusion of N2 furnishes an excited dicarboxylate that decays radiatively (Figure
1.11)40.

Figure 1.11 Mechanism of luminol chemiluminescence.

Strategies to render abiological CL catalytic, or self-regenerating, have yet to be
developed. However, numerous bioluminescent systems, particularly that of bacteria—are selfregenerating, such that photonic output can be sustained for extended periods of time. This sort
of system can be imagined as useful for applications where constant irradiation is required to
achieve a given chemical result. Among such applications is photocatalysis.

Section B: Photobiology
Solar radiation is the electromagnetic radiation emitted by the Sun. As solar radiation
penetrates the earth’s atmosphere, portions of it are absorbed and scattered by atmospheric gases,
clouds, aerosols, and the Earth’s surface itself41. What remains is the solar radiation at the Earth’s
surface, or at sea level, and constitutes about 70% of the visible irradiance measured at the top of
Earth’s atmosphere. Solar energy at sea level consists of 3-5% UV (<400 nm), 42-43% visible
(400-700 nm), and 52-55% IR (Figure 1.12). Thee energy effective for photobiology s lies
between 300 and 900 nm, which is well-aligned with the radiative energy available from the sun4243

. Photobiological processes are diverse among all taxonomical domains of life, and include the
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highly intricate and evolved phenomena of photosynthesis, phototropism, phototaxis,
photoperiodism, and vision44-45.

Figure 1.12 The solar spectrum.

1.6 Quintessential Biological Photocatalysis: Photosynthesis
Long before synthetic chemists even began appreciating photochemistry, nature had
evolved and optimized a remarkably efficient method to convert solar energy to chemical
energy46. Oxygenic photosynthetic organisms like plants, algae, and cyanobacteria undergo
photosynthesis first capture the sunlight through photoexcitation of visible light-absorbing
pigments. In plants, this pigment is chlorophyll, though other antenna pigments such as lutein,
zeaxanthin, -carotene, and lycopene participate in the energy transfer cascade that ultimately
creates the requisite charge separation for photosynthesis (Figure 1.13)47.
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Figure 1.13 Photosynthetic pigments.

Zooming out, many antenna pigments, which interact among one another via Förster
energy transfer cascades, funnel electrons to a final reaction center with concomitant water
oxidation, plus NAD+ reduction and ATP generation48. This light-dependent reaction sequence
works synergistically with the light-independent Calvin cycle, which utilizes the NADH and
ATP to convert metabolize CO2 to sugars. This entire process is localized to the stacked
thylakoid grana of chloroplasts (Figure 1.14).
Uniting both photosynthesis and photoredox catalysis is the use of a visible lightabsorbing chromophore for the purpose of fueling energetically-demanding redox reactions. In
photosynthesis, the energy flow is spatially spread among many separate participants: the light
absorbers, energy transfer chromophores, and the final redox reaction center. While photoredox
catalyst excitation and electron transfer reactions are confined to a single locus (the catalyst,
itself), the overall paradigms are matched, sharing a similar strategy towards a similar end goal.
With photosynthesis being an extraordinarily sustainable and large-scale process that has
16

evolved for over 3.2 billion years, it is understandable why chemists are so inspired by it for
molecular photocatalysis49-51 and interested in artificially mimicking it52-58.

Figure 1.14 Qualitative overview of photosynthesis.

1.7 Bioluminescence
Bioluminescence is CL from a living organism, and has been observed in terrestrial,
freshwater, and marine environments59. The evolutionary function of bioluminescence varies
among organisms. The benefit of bioluminescence as a visual cue, across all known cases, have
functions ranging from predator deterrence, prey attraction, courtship behavior, or quorum
sensing60. Whether it be emanating from a firefly, fungus, or marine bacterium, or any of the
approximately 10,000 known species from 800 genera61, all bioluminescent systems involve a
luciferin and luciferase. The luciferin is the organic compound undergoing a CL mechanism. The
luciferase enzyme catalyzes the reaction and in some organisms is genetically coupled to
reductases that allows for turnover of the oxyluciferin byproduct (Figure 1.15). The ability to
perpetually luminesce, as opposed to giving off a rapid flash of light, is a special aspect of
bioluminescence that sets it apart from abiological CL The luciferase is also responsible for
bringing all components of the CL reaction within proximity to one another, while providing an
active site environment conformationally and electronically supports the requisite transition state
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structure and specific radiative decay pathway for the excited oxyluciferin product. Attempts to
isolate individual components of an organism’s multicomponent bioluminescence machinery
often suffer attenuation in luminescence output or are limited to the transient or terminal CL
timeframe of abiotic systems.

Figure 1.15 Bioluminescence paradigms either as a transient or continuous emitters.

Different bioluminescent organisms have independently evolved their own signature
luciferin structures that are nonetheless unified in their adherence to the photophysical
constraints of CL processes. Oxidation of these luciferins is catalyzed by non-homologous
luciferases, and are generally co-dependent on energetic and redox equivalents such as ATP and
NADH. The wavelengths of six of the most well-studied bioluminescence systems are shown in
Figure 1.16. The wavelengths of these endogenous systems generally populate the yellow-green
to deep blue regions of the visible light spectrum, though scientists have engineered a multitude
of artificial luciferin-luciferase mutants for more diversely colored bioluminescent optical
imaging probes62-63. Knowing that the photon wavelengths of these bioluminescent systems are
sufficiently energetic to excite numerous chromophores, bioluminescence resonance energy
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transfer (BRET) has been demonstrated as a valuable fluorescence reporter system in deep tissue
bioimaging, or general bioimaging requiring high dynamic range and low background64.

Figure 1.16 Structures, biological sources, and emission profiles of known luciferins.

The biochemical underpinnings of bacterial bioluminescence across a number of organisms
are relatively well-characterized to date. Bacterial bioluminescence, which will be discussed is
greater detail in Chapter 2, involves the simultaneous aerobic oxidation of reduced flavin
mononucleotide (FMNH2) and tetradecanal in the luciferase active site, roughly resembling the
activity of flavoprotein hydroxylases (monooxygenases), though more specifically as a mixedfunction oxidase. In vivo, the oxidase activity of luciferase is closely coupled to co-genetically
encoded FMN oxidoreductase and fatty acid reductase, thereby allowing for closed-cycle turnover
of the ground state, oxidized FMN and tetradecanoic acid byproducts. The specific activity of this
process is approximately 7.5x1013 photons sec-1 mg-1, or a bioluminescence quantum yield of
~10%65-66.
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Chapter 2: Bioluminescence Catalysis
2.1 Introduction
The three major genera of bioluminescent bacteria are Photobacterium, Vibrio, and
Photorhabdus, with the Photobacterium and Vibrio inhabiting marine environments and
Photorhabdus in terrestrial ecosystems. Photobacterium and Vibrio are generally more luminous
than Photorhabdus, with species of Photobacterium being the most luminous. Photobacterium
usually comprise the light organs of marine creatures such as fish and squid, coexisting in
symbiosis1-2. However, they are still able to be harvested and cultured in vitro, continuing to emit
light with proper nourishment and aeration. Considering their ability to be cultured independently
of their natural symbionts while maintaining their natural brilliant blue photonic output,
Photobacterium hold the potential to deliver energy to chromophores in an extremely
environmentally-friendly, scalable, and efficient fashion.
To that end, we hypothesized that self-catalyzing bacterial bioluminescence could be
harnessed to drive photocatalysis within a single flask. This purpose of this endeavor is rooted in
solving one of the biggest fundamental drawbacks of photochemistry. The vast majority of batch
photoredox reactions requires the use of high-power LED lamps. This alone has several critical
drawbacks. According to the Beer-Lambert law, photon flux decreases exponentially with depth
in a given reaction medium3. As such, only those molecules in the reaction medium on the
periphery of the vessel (directly within 2 mm of the wall) will be irradiated4. Additionally,
depending on the shape and directionality of lamps used with rounded dram vials or flasks, a
significant percent of photonic energy is reflected off the surface. Lastly, the radiant energy from
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LED lamps generates heat, especially when several are used simultaneously. Heat buildup can lead
to decomposition pathways. These factors render large-scale batch photoredox catalysis unusable
for industrial production. The current method by which industry has addressed these problems is
by running photoredox reactions in flow5-6. However, these methods also have their own technical
limitations. To address this, we envisioned using in vivo, autocatalytic bioluminescence to
photoexcite sensitizers within reactions. Though frequently used in aforementioned
interdisciplinary applications, bioluminescence has never been utilized for synthesis. Herein, the
objective of this project is to exploit the intense blue-green emission (max ~ 480 nm) of carefullyselected deep-sea Photobacterium clades to excite photosensitizers in situ for catalysis with the
goal of outperforming traditional LED lamps. With a natural flux of 104 photons s-1 cell-1, cold
light production, and excellent spectral overlap with common photosensitizer excitations, this
seems achievable7.

Figure 2.1 The lux operon and the biomolecular mechanism of bioluminescence.
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The biomolecular mechanism of bioluminescence is relatively well-delineated8. Figure 2.1
depicts this mechanism, as well as the highly conserved lux operon responsible for encoding every
enzymatic participant in the net reaction. The lux operon is also referred to as the lux gene cassette,
or more specifically as luxCDAB(F)EG to specify which genes are present in a given organism.
The specific gene order is also important for proper bioluminescence regulation. LuxCDAB(F)EG
is always transcribed starting with luxC and ending at luxG. LuxF is in parenthesis because it is
not conserved uniformly across all Photobacterium species. While it is known to bind 6-(3’-Rmyristyl)-flavin mononucleotide (myrFMN), its function is still uncertain since bioluminescence
can still occur in its absence9. The genes luxA and luxB encode the heterodimeric luciferase, luxC,
luxD, and luxE each encode a portion of the fatty acid reductase complex, and luxG encodes for
the FMN oxidoreductase. Taking a closer look at the three enzymatic components of fatty acid
reductase complex, which work in tandem: first, luxD acyl CoA transferase removes the CoA
thioester linkage from endogenous CoA-bound fatty acids in the fatty acid pool. It delivers a free
fatty acid—tetradecanoic acid—to the luxE acyl-protein synthetase. luxE activates the fatty acid
by forming a mixed anhydride with inorganic phosphate released from ATP. The
phosphoanhydride is then further activated by forming a cysteine-thiol linkage, forming a
synthetase-appended thioester. Finally, this intermediate is shuttled to luxC fatty acid reductase,
which reduces the enzyme-bound thioester to the key aldehyde using an NADH equivalent10.
Finally, it is worth mentioning the critical importance of luxG, which re-reduces the oxidized FMN
product of the luxAB luciferase reaction, allowing it to continue luminescing perpetually.
The chemical mechanism of bioluminescence requires zooming in on the active site of
luxAB luciferase (Figure 2.2). It is critical to note that details of this mechanism are still heavily
debated and poorly understood, and this is reflected in the omission of mechanistic details
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pertaining to formation of the excited S1 state hydroxy-FMN. Shown at the top left corner of
Figure 2.2 is a 2.3Å crystal structure of the luxAB luciferase of Vibrio harveyi with FMN bound
to the active site on the catalytic  subunit11. The mechanism is proposed to proceed first with O2
binding to FMNH2 to form a peroxyhemiaminal. Introduction of the fatty aldehyde, formed by the
luxCDE fatty acid reductase complex, leads to formation of a proposed peroxyhemiacetal. This is
the incredibly high-energy intermediate indicative of a reaction activation energy (H‡) that is
greater than the energy required to generate the hydroxy-FMN excited state (Hex) (see Figure
1.10). Collapse of the peroxyhemiacetal to reveal excited hydroxy-FMN is not mechanistically
solidified, as no proposed mechanisms to date satisfy the collective empirical data12-13.

Figure 2.2 Putative mechanism for forming excited state emitter.

Photobacterium strains were graciously provided by Professor Paul Dunlap at University
of Michigan. Professor Dunlap sent three strains of highly luminous Photobacterium. One was
Photobacterium angustum GB-1 (GB-1), obtained from a dive in Guaymas Basin of the Gulf of
California, off the shore of Mexico14. Professor Dunlap also sent two strains of Photobacterium
kishitanii: calba.1.1 (calba.1.1) and ckamo.1.1 (ckamo.1.1). Calba.1.1 was extracted from the light
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organ of Chlorophthalmus albatrossis-5 fish, 350 m deep into the Kumano Sea about 40 km east
of Owase, Honshu, Japan15. Ckamo.1.1 was obtained from the light organ of Caelorinchus
kamoharai-1 fish, also in the Kumano Sea16 (Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3 Photobacterium strains obtained and their geographical origins.

2.2 Microbiological Studies and Optimization of Photobacterium
Bioluminescence
Before subjecting any Photobacterium strain to synthetic systems, microbiological optimization
was necessary to maintain the brightly luminous phenotype. Being that all three strains originate
from the deep sea, they thrive in psychrophilic and high-salinity conditions. They do not, however,
require a high pressure environment mimicking that in the deep sea to thrive. To that end, Luria
70% seawater (LSW-70)17 was made and utilized, with the primary ingredient (70%) being
Artificial Seawater containing NaCl, KCl, MgSO4•7H2O, and CaCl2•2H2O. For excellent
luminescence, strains were grown in LSW-70 broth or LSW-70 agar plates at temperatures no
higher than 25 °C, which best imitates the cool temperatures deep below the ocean surface. The
three strains do well down to 4 °C but grow much slower than at room temperature. The optimum
temperature for growth rate is around 25 to 27 °C, though not for sustained luminescence. Once
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the cells reach a high density—which happens rather quickly at higher temperatures—they then
go dim and dark. Since luminescence is the highest priority, cooler temperatures of 20 to 24 °C
were used. Peak light production occurred in the OD600 range of around 1.2-1.5, varying modestly
depending on ambient temperature. Once reaching saturation above OD600 1.5, the cells begin to
go dark, partly due to waste buildup and loss of nutrients, and partly due to limited oxygen. Of the
three strains, GB-1 was quite obviously the most intensely luminescent strain, followed by
calba.1.1, then ckamo.1.1 last. Figure 2.4 depicts the relative luminescence signal of GB-1 and
calba1.1 grown in parallel. The intensity of GB-1 is approximately 1.4 times brighter than that of
calba.1.1, though their luminescence max values are essentially identical at around 480 nm. On the
right are photos of GB-1 in liquid culture and plated on LSW-70 agar.

Figure 2.4 Relative luminescence of GB-1 and calba.1.1. Photographs of cultured GB-1.

2.3 Material-Separated Biological and Synthetic Reactions
Once optimized, the bacteria were sufficiently luminescent to evoke phosphorescence
from Ru(bpy)32+. Excited triplet state Ru(bpy)32+ emits em at 618 nm, which is a yellowish
orange. We were pleased to see that a vial of Ru(bpy)3(PF6)2 in DCM submerged in a wellaerated shaken culture of GB-1 exhibited characteristic emission in the expected ~620 nm orange
28

light range (Figure 2.5). This visual cue validated the ability of bioluminescent 480 nm photons
to excited Ru(bpy)32+ at distances even larger than envisioned, as the photon donor and absorber
was glass-separated.

Figure 2.5 Proof-of-principle: glass-separated GB-1 luminescence exciting Ru(bpy)32+,
which exhibits yellow-orange phosphorescence.

This was an encouraging early observation, because regardless of host organism,
bioluminescence output will never outcompete a traditional light bulb or Kessil-brand lamp in
terms of brightness. Such a statement is supported by the mere fact that a human eye can stare
directly at a bioluminescent display without discomfort. Clearly, however, this disparity in
intensity should not be a critical flaw in the design of this photochemical platform because
photocatalyst excitation is observed. The efficiency of photon absorption should theoretically
improve once GB-1 and the sensitizer are united in a shared medium, such that the 480 nm photon
only has to travel on the order of angstroms to its absorber. In order to accomplish this, however,
the biological and synthetic systems must be compatible with one another. Put otherwise, the
sensitizer and organic substrates must tolerate the saline, aqueous, oxygenated conditions bestsuited to the bacteria. Simultaneously, the bacteria must tolerate the potentially toxic abiotic
organic substrates in their midst.
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Several photoredox-driven transformations proceeded reasonably well using the above
glass-separated set-up. Reactions chosen were those that showed high potential compatibility with
the bacterium in a shared medium. The compatibility criteria included reactions ran in aqueous or
protic solvents (alcohols or DMSO), aerobic or air-tolerant, ran at room temperature, and required
reaction times less than 10 hours. The basis for these criteria is to try to align the synthetic
conditions as closely as possible to the conditions necessary for bacterial viability (and therefore
bioluminescence). Of course, the reactions must additionally be catalyzed by photocatalysts (or
photochemically driven) that undergo electronic excitation at wavelengths overlapping with GB1 emission.
Moving forward, the reactions chosen were a radical cation [4+2] cycloaddition18,
Mannich-like amine C-H functionalization19, thiol oxidation to the corresponding disulfide20, and
-oxyamination of -nitroketones with TEMPO21 (Figure 2.6). Of course, yields of all reactions
set up in this fashion were not expected to compete with those driven by far more intense light
sources. Nonetheless, all four reactions delivered reasonable conversion of starting material and
modest yields of their products, which served to reinforce the core hypothesis that bioluminescence
is a viable photon source for photocatalysis. Importantly, these results served as a necessary
checkpoint to continue the project, with the next task being eliminating the glass barrier. Speaking
solely in terms of light transmittance as a function of distance from emitter, the narrowing the gap
between emitter and envisioned absorber is key to effective communication of the light’s energy.
Referring again to the Beer-Lambert law, a homogeneous energy distribution inside a reaction will
not be uniform due to inherent molar extinction coefficients of the light-absorbing molecules.
Transmittance is also logarithmically dependent on the light’s path length, so theoretically,
transmittance could be maximized through path length minimization. Uniform light production
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throughout a reaction medium minimizes path length to an extreme, meaning that lower intensity
light sources—such as GB-1—are more than sufficient to do the same chemistry that
macroscopically distanced light bulbs can.

Figure 2.6 Through-glass bioluminescence catalysis.

An additional concept for material-separated bioluminescence catalysis was set up a system
that somewhat looks like an inverted photo-flow reactor. In flow, reagents of a given reaction are
peristaltically pumped and mixed through thin tubing and coiled around a light source inside a
microreactor22. Envisioned herein was a system in which aerated GB-1 liquid culture was pumped
either through inert tubing or through pre-coiled glassware (such as a reflux condenser), to then be
surrounded by a batch of photosensitizer and reactants (Figure 2.7). A peristaltic pump, shown at
the bottom left corner of the ambient light-on photos, connects to tubing of different diameters,
where in these cases, the source and sink of the flowing liquid (here, GB-1 liquid culture) are one
in the same. Conceptually this should work for the bioluminescent bacteria because the motion of
the culture through the system increases the frequency of colocalization of dissolved O2 and
luciferase, allowing for consistent photon output over the duration of the pumping cycle.
Enhancement of the light can be established by sparging the source bacterial culture with air or
pure O2 to ensure maximum dissolved O2 concentration. This methodology was not vigorously
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pursued due to purely logistical reasons, such as the peristaltic pump being only moderate to
weakly forceful and slow, as well as congestion and kinking of the tubing (image on the left of
Figure 2.7), though more sophisticated and sound flow setups certainly exist and are worthy of
experimentation in this context. It was also not aggressively explored because another avenue was
pursued moving the project forward.

Figure 2.7 Preliminary inverted flow concepts.

2.4 Immobilization of Photobacterium in Alginate Hydrogels
Next, we devised a strategy to combine our light emitting and absorbing systems into a
single pot. The largest difficulty of this endeavor, we realized, was the notable cytotoxicity of
organic solvents to bioluminescent bacteria23. To maintain or prolong bacterial viability in the
presence of incompatible organics, we turned to immobilization of live GB-1 in alginate hydrogel
microcapsules24. Many types of living cells are viable when entrapped in these hydrogels and
because of this, they have been exploited in a broad range of applications25. In fact, there is direct
precedent for alginate encapsulation of bioluminescent bacteria, including strains of
Photobacterium phosphoreum and related Photobacterium leiognathi, for the fabrication of
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biosensors and even chromophore excitation, are reported26-28. Compared to other immobilization
techniques, microbial microencapsulation in alginate provides relatively high cell-loading
capacities, excellent cell survival rates, and when relevant, an increase in the production of desired
microbial products and metabolites29. Overall, these semipermeable polymeric hydrogels offer
cellular protection and isolation from their external environments while and providing a stable,
hospitable internal environment.
Alginates are naturally derived from the cell walls of brown seaweeds and give them
mechanical strength and flexibility. They are polysaccharide diblock copolymers of 1,4-linked L-guluronate (G) and -D-mannuronate (M) sodium salts, with long chains of M or G blocks. The
blocks can either be contiguous (G-G, M-M), or mixed (G-M, M-G), with relative ratios varying
depending on the source algae. The composition of blocks is important for crosslinking upon
addition of a divalent cation to displace sodium. Addition of CaCl2, SrCl2, or BaCl2 initiates
interchain ionic crosslinking, but the identity of the divalent cation affects the regions of alginate
susceptible to that crosslinking. Ca2+ selectively is the traditionally-employed crosslinking agent,
selectively binding to G-G and M-G blocks (Figure 2.8). Sr2+ binds G-G blocks, and Ba2+ binds
G-G and M-M blocks30. High G-G block content alginates are generally the most mechanically
stable (inflexible), but also the most porous. Alginates with lower G-G content form softer and
more flexible gels25. This spectrum of hydrogel characteristics is made more complex when
considering the different divalent cations, as Ba2+ alginates form smaller, less porous alginate
beads, with Ca2+ the opposite.
With many adjustable properties, the overall message is that these once-unbranched
polysaccharide chains can form a biocompatible, biodegradable, non-toxic three-dimensional
hydrogel scaffolds.
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Figure 2.8 Alginate hydrogels, from monomer to polymer to crosslinked matrix.

Optimization of bacterial immobilization was a twofold task, because both hydrogel
structure and bioluminescent output had to be simultaneously considered and balanced. The less
porous the hydrogel, the less permeable the lattice would be to cytotoxic reagents. However, a less
porous hydrogel also limits O2 permeation, essentially suffocating the cells and preventing the
oxidative bioluminescence reaction to occur.
Parameters subject to optimization were developed as a function of the net workflow. Some
of the optimal parameters are shown in the workflow diagram Figure 2.9, though will be
delineated in more detail. To prepare the alginate microcapsules, cells were cultured overnight to
an OD600 of at least 1.0, though the procedure works up to OD600 1.5. Cells were then centrifuged
to form a pellet, with the LSW-70 supernatant being discarded. Gentle resuspension in a given
volume and w/w % aqueous NaCl, centrifugation again, and final resuspension in aqueous NaCl
gave the concentrated, extremely luminous sample that was ready for immobilization. Final
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dilution with more aqueous NaCl and mixing with an aqueous solution of sodium alginate (NaAlg)
gave a viscous, bioluminescent liquid to be taken up in a syringe.

Figure 2.9 Workflow diagram of bacterial immobilization in alginate microcapsules.

The w/w % aqueous NaAlg could not exceed 2.4% because it was operationally extremely difficult
to handle and mix. It could also not be too far below 2.4%, and the concentration would be below
a critical threshold for creating consistent, morphologically sound polymers. After taking up the
viscous solution in a syringe, it was slowly dropped into an actively stirring solution of either 0.31
M CaCl2 or 0.31 M SrCl2 (SrCl2 yielded brighter microcapsules). Upon contact with the divalent
cation solution, the drops from the syringe instantly held their shape as small spheres with the
circumference of the chosen needle from which it dropped.
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Figure 2.10 Biophotonic microcapsule optimization and photos of microcapsules.

Care had to be taken not to drop the NaAlg solution to fast, because this resulted in streams entering
the divalent cation solution and forming long tube-shaped hydrogels. Figure 2.10 provides a
summary of the extensive iterative optimization procedure we undertook. Items in each column
are different values of a given screened variable, and those that are encircled were found to be
optimal structurally and photonically. Below the table are representative photos of the biophotonic
microcapsules. The two leftmost photos show the microcapsules illuminating nearby text; the two
rightmost photos are microcapsules that were extracted from the biological waste bin after being
in it for 8 hours.
Immobilization caused an apparent intensification and hypsochromic shift in
bioluminescence emission, which has no precedent in the literature for the Photobacterium species
at hand. Photobacterium phosphoreum and the closely related clades in hand do not exhibit
quorum-sensing behavior31. Regardless, luminescence spectra of free cultured cells and strontium
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alginate (SrAlg)-encapsulated cells validated what the naked eye already easily detected (Figure
2.11). Resuspension solution 3 (2.5% NaCl, 0.11% KCl, and 1% glycerol) produced a marked
enhancement in luminescence intensity by a factor of 1.5 and a max blueshift of approximately 5
nm.

Figure 2.11 Relative bioluminescence intensity and max of free cells and two best
Resuspension Solution compositions.

Of course, the very purpose of this experiment was to test and improve the viable lifetime
for GB-1 or calba.1.1 upon introduction of organic solvents. Fortunately, GB-1 viability is
significantly improved when protected by the SrAlg hydrogel (Figure 2.12). Free cells, with the
exception of DMSO (and trifluorotoluene, somewhat), cells die essentially upon initial contact
with the solvent. However, immobilization in SrAlg improves viability by as little as 3-fold and as
much as 360-fold. In actual minutes/hours, the longer timeframe is still not a synthetically useful
for a photocatalytic transformation, but it is a dramatic step in the right direction.
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Figure 2.12 Luminescence viability of free vs. immobilized cells in organic solvents.

Hexanes, being extremely hydrophobic, seems to be well-tolerated by the immobilized GB-1,
which is consistent with the extremely hydrophilic hydrogel not permitting diffusion of hexanes
through its hydrophilic matrix. There does not seem to be an overall correlation between solvent
dielectric constant and viability, but this makes sense, as one must also take into account proticity,
ambiphilicity, biorthogonal compatibility, dipole moment, and miscibility with water. Solvent
mixtures of both water-miscible and water-immiscible combinations were also explored, though
these systems offered no extraordinary change relative to single-solvent studies.
Without further efforts to modulate the porosity of the microcapsules to more robustly
exclude organic solvents, several reactions deemed biorthogonal or biocompatible were chosen to
try with the microcapsules. Unfortunately, the reactions were unsuccessful, and this is likely the
consequence of two phenomena: insufficient reaction time, and undesired catalyst and substrate
uptake into the strontium alginate immobilized GB-1 (SrAlg iGB-1) microcapsules (Figure 2.13).
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Figure 2.13 SrAlg iGB-1 in photocatalysis and visual observations.

Importantly, these reactions, which were chosen based off preliminary results shown in Figure
2.6, have the potential to be optimized to be compatible with solvents better suited to the
microspheres. This is among many future directions for this project. Additionally, the
microcapsules themselves have further potential for optimization to impose a tighter size limit for
molecules entering the hydrogel interior. This could help impede or halt entrance of cytotoxic
substrates and solvent. The most straightforward fix, however, is re-optimization of the literature
reactions in a direction that is more biologically friendly. On the other hand, doing so renders the
entire reaction system more niche and less broadly useful. Care must be taken in striking a balance
in that effort, but there is certainly great potential to make the microspheres more stringently
protective.
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2.5 Surface Plasmon-Enhanced Bioluminescence
In 1908, Gustav Mie was the first to theoretically explain the phenomenon by which
nanoparticles interact with light, leading to a collective, coherent oscillation of the conduction
band electrons in resonance with the light field32. As a result, the free electrons can be treated as a
high-density liquid (plasma), with the charge-density oscillations being called plasmons. This
confined light-matter phenomenon now described mathematically by Mie theory, and is generally
referred to as surface plasmon resonance (SPR)33-34.
When nearby light-emitting molecules (<10-200 nm), such as fluorescing chromophores
or luminophores, interact with a metallic nanoparticle (NP) SPR, their signals can be strongly
enhanced. The dipole of the light emitter begins mirroring the nanometallic surface plasmon,
inducing a strongly coupled optical signal. The increase in field intensity and local optical density
of states manifests in longer excitation rates and higher quantum yields35.
Gold-silver (Au-Ag) alloy nanoparticles exhibit SPR covering a broad spectral range of the
UV-vis region36 . They also have predictable, tunable wavelength-particle size effects based on
Mie Theory calculations. Lastly, they are biocompatible, negligibly toxic, and have tunable
stability. When these alloy nanoparticles are water-dispersible, they are called metal colloids, and
it is in this form that they are best suited for use in biological applications. When the SPR of
colloidal Au-Ag nanoparticles interacts with bioluminescent emitters, photoluminescence
enhancement occurs. This was demonstrated in 2014, with plasmon-coupled enhancement of live
Photobacterium leiognathi bioluminescence by colloidal Au-Ag nanoparticles by 250%37.
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Figure 2.14 Synthesis of colloidal Au-Ag nanoparticles.

To that end, we hypothesized that co-immobilization of Au-Ag nanoparticles with GB-1
could yield more intensely luminescent microspheres that could outlast regular SrAlg iGB-1 in
terms of luminescence lifetime. Furthermore, we hypothesized that the Au-Ag nanoparticles in the
vicinity of slowly dying GB-1 could assist in re-enhancing or rescuing their declining
luminescence through SPR coupling. To do this, properly sized, spherical, monodisperse
nanoparticles had to be synthesized in order to achieve specific SPR wavelengths that overlap with
GB-1 emission38-39. Well optically-tuned colloidal Ag-Au nanoparticles at 450-440 nm would
correspond to being 10 to 50 nm in size40. These were synthesized by rapid addition HAuCl4,
trisodium citrate, and AgNO3 to boiling water (Figure 2.14), modified from the classic Turkevich
method from 195141-43.

Figure 2.15 Spectroscopic characterization of colloidal Au-Ag nanoparticles.

NPs upheld their structural and optical integrity for approximately a week when stored at -20 °C.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) revealed that the colloidal Au-Ag nanoparticles were
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10 nm monodisperse nanospheres, while UV-vis spectroscopy showed a maximum SPR
wavelength of 515 nm (Figure 2.15). We were pleased to see NPs with these characteristics
because they were appropriately-matched to the bioluminescence signals both of free GB-1 and
immobilized SrAlg iGB-1 microcapsules.

Figure 2.16 SPR enhancement of bioluminescence.

Thus, GB-1 and SrAlg iGB-1 were subjected to the colloidal Au-Ag nanoparticles. The
optical synergy between the bioluminescent and plasmonic systems was studied fluorometrically.
The results of these studies are shown above, in Figure 2.16. In the top left section A, the relative
bioluminescence intensities are shown for free GB-1 plus increasingly high dosages of Au-Ag
nanoparticles. There is no evident blue or red shift, though there is an appreciable 1.4-fold
enhancement is seen when adding 80 L Au-Ag nanoparticles to GB-1 cells (section C). Section
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B illustrates the 1.8-fold increase in bioluminescence intensity of SrAlg-iGB-1 microspheres with
and without co-immobilization of the Au-Ag nanoparticles, plus a 2.5 nm hypsochromic shift.

2.6 Outlook
There is ample room for this project to develop to its fullest potential. This will likely
require more collaborative input from microbiologists, synthetic biologists, and/or polymer
chemists. Some of the most promising options in that effort are the following:
1. Optimization of bacteria: Since Photobacterium and other marine bioluminescent bacteria
require such unique conditions (high salt content, cold), it is proposed that expression of the
luxCDAB(F)EG operon in Escherichia coli (E. coli) could be a platform for directed evolution
of bioluminescent bacteria44-46. This transgenic system has already been employed in the
literature in the development of biosensors based on bioluminescent E. coli9, 47-49.
2. Optimization of alginate microspheres: Besides the previously-described trends in modulating
microsphere porosity, mechanical toughness, and size by exchanging divalent cations and GG content alginates, additional layers of bio-derived polymers can be added. Additional shells
surrounding alginate microspheres have been shown to reduce leakage and permeability into
or out of the core. These stacked shells can be composed of, for example, chitosan, or
hyaluronic acid, or synthetic polymers such as polyethylene glycol, polyacrylic acid, or poly(2hydroxyethyl methacrylate)50. As long as O2 permeation is not size-limited, these layer-bylayer assemblies will create an increasingly challenging structure through which organic
molecules may otherwise surpass.
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Chapter 3: Aerobic Photooxidative Upcycling of Polystyrene
3.1 Introduction
Polystyrene (PS) is one of the most extensively used plastics in the world. PS is chemically
inert, generally non-degradable commodity thermoplastic, used ubiquitously around the world due
to its desirable mechanical properties, ease of manufacture, durability, thermal stability, and
overall versatility1-2. However, its extreme durability also renders it virtually impossible to recycle
with any sense of efficiency. PS is typically broken down pyrolytically, at energetically demanding
temperatures up to 500 °C under high pressure. The primary pyrolysis products are CO2—another
environmental hazard—water vapor, heat, and a complex mixture of organics3. Despite modest
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advances in chemical and microbial PS degradation, mild, clean, and rapid methods to
depolymerize PS to styrene has not yet been achieved.
PS itself is resistant to photooxidative depolymerization. UV irradiation of PS in the
presence of O2 yields alkylperoxy radical species, which undergo uncontrolled radical processes
to form C-centered radicals, alkoxy radicals, and hydroperoxyl radicals, which all lend themselves
to subsequent uncontrolled H-atom transfer, chain scission, and crosslinking4-6. The product is an
aged polymer with deteriorated physical and chemical properties. These photolytically degraded
polymers are still ever-present marine and terrestrial pollutants. As marine pollutants, these
fractured polystyrene degradation products are all the more dispersible and transportable by wind,
posing an existential threat to affected marine life7.
Several notable advances in the photoredox literature strongly support its applicability to
controlled photooxidation of PS. Envisioned herein is a catalytic PS depolymerization platform
that utilizes visible light, air, and a phosphine “antioxidant” in the presence of suitable catalyst(s).
This concept is built upon a visible light-enabled catalytic system enabling oxidative ring-opening
of phenylcyclohexane to give hexanophenone with extremely high chemoselectivity over any other
possible oxidation products. This photocatalytic method, along with its application to PS
depolymerization, will be described in Chapter 3.
Phosphines and their derivatives are undoubtedly among the most synthetically important
compounds used by organic chemists8. The most canonical, well-explored modes of phosphine
reactivity have historically been two-electron processes, though the explosive popularity of
photoredox chemistry in recent decades has opened doors to the vastly underexplored and
underappreciated single-electron chemistry of phosphines. Much thanks to photoredox catalysis,
phosphoranyl radicals have emerged as powerful tools to make and break chemical bonds under
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the control of a photoredox catalyst9. Perhaps some of the most heavily-explored areas of
phosphoranyl radical-mediated reactions are radical deoxygenation and desulfurization, though
phosphine-centered radicals have been significantly impactful and relevant to photochemistry in
many ways, for many decades10.
Photocatalytic generation of phosphoranyl radicals is remarkably mild. Generation of these
radicals often proceeds by one of two pathways: radical addition or nucleophilic addition (Figure
3.1). The former pathway, radical addition, involves an independently-generated oxygen- or
sulfur-centered radical adding into a PIII center, resulting in the coveted phosphoranyl radical
intermediate. Alternatively, nucleophilic addition involves oxidation of PIII to the corresponding
radical cation, when is then poised for nucleophilic attack by an alkoxide or sulfide. Regardless of
which pathway is taken, the resulting phosphoranyl radical is energetically predisposed to scission because of the enormous thermodynamic driving force to form a P=Q  bond. The bond
dissociation energies (BDEs) of PV=O compounds are generally on the order of 125-140 kcal/mol,
depending on the identity of the resident groups on the starting trivalent organophosphorus
species11-12. Other reactivity pathways for phosphoranyl radicals do exist, such as -cleavage and
Arbuzov-like chemistry (radical or ionic)9, with the overruling reactivity pathway being dictated
by the relative stability of the new radical in addition to BDE considerations.
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Figure 3.1 Photocatalytic generation of phosphoranyl radicals and their reactivity.

In designing a redox reaction that is truly green, the most eco-friendly, sustainable, and
widely available oxidant is none other than molecular oxygen itself. When combined in a reaction
manifold alongside phosphines as reductants, O2 is an exemplary choice for C-H oxygenation13.
Aerobic oxygenation is nothing new, however. Nature has been activating O2 and installing it into
unactivated substrates for far longer than have synthetic chemists14-15.
Together, the combined synthetic toolboxes of photocatalysis, phosphoranyl radical
chemistry, and C-H aerobic oxidation lend themselves to a novel platform to photooxidatively
upcycle PS, and potentially other polyolefins, to a single feedstock product, that can either be used
as is or recycled to the native olefin monomer. In Chapter 3, this idea will be developed in the
upconversion of PS to acetophenone with high chemoselectivity. Once converted to acetophenone,
the acetophenone may be used on its own, as it is itself a valuable synthetic building block, or
subjected to a reductive workup to forge styrene.
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Figure 3.2 Aerobic photooxidation of PS, endowing chemical circularity.

If converted to styrene, this would be a seminal example endowing PS with chemical circularity
(Figure 3.2). This is incredibly powerful, given how notoriously recalcitrant PS is to recycling.
The ultimate vision for the chemical approach to remediated plastic pollution relies on two alreadyavailable and abundant reagents: air and visible light. In that sense, certain polymers left out in the
environment could degrade themselves over time.
Before applying a novel methodology to a comparatively inert substrate like PS, efforts
were dedicated to the aerobic photooxidative ring opening of alicycles. The ideal system to do so
would be one that relies on non-toxic, environmentally-benign, and abundantly available reagents
and/or catalysts. Satisfaction of that constraint leads, rather intuitively, to air as an oxidant and
light as a source of chemical energy and electrochemical potential. With all things considered, a
reaction manifold employing air, visible light, a photocatalyst, a P(III) source seemed promising
to accomplish this task. Mechanistically, our proposed reaction begins with photosensitization of
anthraquinone to its triplet diradical state and activation of N-hydroxyphthalimide (NHPI), an O2-
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tolerant HAT catalyst well-known to abstract C(sp3)-H bonds when in its phthalimide N-oxy
radical (PINO)16-18.

Figure 3.3 Proposed mechanism for cycloalkane aerobic C-H photooxidation.

Anthraquinone is chosen because it is non-toxic and biologically-derived19-20, and is also known
to possess both light-induced HAT and SET capabilities, with and without NHPI21-22. PINO is then
poised to abstract the weakest bond to a hydrogen atom, which in this case is the benzylic 3°
C(sp3)-H23 bond of model compound phenylcyclohexane. This carbon-centered radical is then
envisioned to trap a molecule of O2, forging an intermediate alkylperoxy radical much like cumene
peroxide in the Hock process24-25. Next, the PIII source can ionically attack the electrophilic
alkylperoxy radical, giving rise to the key alkylperoxyphosphoranyl radical. These unique
intermediates were first reported by Walling and Rabinowitz in 195926. -scission releases PV=O
irreversibly, forming a reactive alkoxy radical. A subsequent -scission event reveals open-shell
hexanophenone, which closes the cycle with the photocatalyst semiquinone (Figure 3.3).
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This reaction draws inspiration from the literature, especially given the high-energy
intermediates proposed. The four principal categories of mechanistic inspiration and validation are
illustrated in Figure 3.4. Section A outlines key precedent for the -scission from phosphoranyl
radicals, releasing PV=O or PV=S byproducts to yield desired open-shell -carbonyl27, alkyl (or
acyl)28, imidoyl29, and benzylic30 radicals Such radicals can then trap vinyl ethers, H atoms, allyl
sulfones, or undergo further radical scission events.

Figure 3.4 Key precedents for reaction design and mechanistic proposal.
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Section B illustrates pertinent examples of -scission from alkoxy radicals, which is worthy
of consideration since they are highly unstable and non-trivial to access31. Thus, an early example
of alkoxy radical generation and -scission is shown using (diacetoxyiodo)benzene and I232 on
protected saccharides33. With the rebirth of photocatalysis (Figure 1.8), many methods for alkoxy
radical generation and -scission arose, including photoredox-generated Ce(IV) ligand-to-metal
charge transfer (LMCT)34 and proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET)35-36.
Part C two examples of homolysis of alkylperoxides giving alkylperoxy radicals. The first
example illustrates the two-step hydrodealkenylation of C(sp3)-C(sp2) bonds by FeII-mediated
reduction of an -alkoxyl hydroperoxide, yielding an alkoxy radical to undergo -scission and
terminal H-atom abstraction37. The second depicted precedent was published in 2020, disclosing
a system that works on both benzylic linear and cyclic alkanes that is conspicuously similar to our
envisioned reaction. There are key differences, though. This reaction is proposed to proceed by
photoexcited Ru(bpy)32+ SET to liberate •N3 from superstoichiometric Zhdankin reagent. The
azido radical abstracts the weak benzylic 3° C(sp3)-H bond to produce hydrazoic acid and a
benzylic radical, which traps O2, abstracts an H atom, and supposedly undergoes homolysis to the
alkoxy radical. B-scission and N3 recombination furnish the azidated ring-opened product which
converts to the corresponding nitrile38. While this reaction is highly useful and works over a broad
scope of benzylic C(sp3)-H bonds, it is very strictly limited to that substrate class and more
importantly, requires at least 5 equivalents of Zhdankin reagent. Regardless, it is a detailed and
attractive study, and serves as inspiration for our own efforts in this area.
Finally, section D shows elegant examples of late-stage C-H hydroxylation of steroid39 and
taxane40 cores  to ketones. These reactions are ionic, not radical. However, they each involve
formation of a hydroperoxide intermediate via C-H autoxidation, which is then intercepted by
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triethyl phosphite to yield an -hydroxyketone and triethyl phosphate. A very simple example of
this ionic chemistry is the triethyl phosphite antioxidant activity on cumene hydroperoxide to yield
hydroxycumene and triethyl phosphate in 100% yield at ambient temperature41.
Cumulatively, the above examples stir confidence in the viability and applicability of our
envisioned aerobic photooxidation on inert alkanes and polyolefins.

3.2 Aerobic Photooxidative Deannulation of Cycloalkanes
The first reactions tested were subjecting decalin (cis and trans isomers) to catalytic AQ,
catalytic NHPI, and stoichiometric PPh3 under an aerobic atmosphere in various solvents. These
reactions were irradiated with 390 nm Kessil lamps, which are energetically appropriate to induce
a -* transition in AQ. Having two 3° C(sp3)-H bonds, decalin can undergo photoinduced HAT
with the AQ* diradical or PINO to begin the autoxidation-antioxidation cascade.

Figure 3.5 Initial hit with photooxidative deannulation of decalin.

This substrate was not pursued to any significant degree in light of having to account for
unnecessary stereoelectronic considerations with cis-decalin, but desired product 2butylcyclohexanone was nevertheless observed by GC-MS in acetone, 1,2-dichloroethane (DCE),
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and trifluorotoluene (CF3Ph) (Figure 3.5). The mass for 2-butylcyclohexanone was observed in
the highest frequency when ran in DCE, so this solvent was tentatively used as the choice solvent
moving forward.
Next the parent substrate was swapped to phenylcyclohexane. This decision was made not
because of the markedly weak benzylic 3° C(sp3)-H bond, but because the phenyl ring endowed it
with chromophoric properties for ease of visualization, along with mass to avoid volatility
concerns.

Figure 3.6 Concentration and early PIII screens.

The experiment with phenylcyclohexane screened solvent concentration, followed by P III identity
(Figure 3.6). concentration was strongly considered because of its well-known impact on
chemoselective intramolecular -scission vs. intermolecular HAT of alkoxy radicals42-43. When
concentration was lowered from 0.1 M, to 0.5 M, to 0.033 M, the yield of hexanophenone remained
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essentially unchanged, and quite modest. Conversion also dropped by 8%, from 32% to 24%.
While these numbers still leave room for improvement, the chemoselectivity of this reaction
improved substantially. At 0.1 M in DCE, there was a 1:1 product ratio of desired hexanophenone
and undesired 1-phenylcyclohexanol. 1-phenylcyclohexene was another undesired product,
though was consistently formed minimally. When decreasing concentration to 0.033 M, 1phenylcycohexanol formation was diminished by over half, down to 47% of its original yield at
higher concentration. Conceptually, this concentration effect is consistent with the repression of
collision-based bimolecular chemical events with dilution. Figure 3.6 also shows a range of PIII
antioxidants, including a phosphine, phosphinite, and phosphonite. Trends in nucleophilicity and
redox potential for these PIII classes will be discussed later, but it appeared in this study that phenyl
diethylphosphonite exhibited improvement in hexanophenone to 1-phenylcyclohexanol ratio.
Continuing with PPh(OEt)2 as our antioxidant, we performed an AQ loading screen with
and without added NHPI. The purpose of this study was not only to elucidate optimal AQ loading,
but to assess the necessity of NHPI given AQ’s own ability to perform photoinduced HAT
catalysis. If AQ is primarily, acting under a HAT mechanistic regime as opposed to a SET
mechanism, NHPI should not be necessary. This study is illustrated in Figure 3.7. This study
revealed that increasing AQ loading up to a full stoichiometric equivalent does not improve
product yield at all relative to 10 mol%. There is, however, an increase in conversion of starting
material from 51% to 70%, with some of the mass balance attributed to undesired side product
formation, though much of it is difficult to account for. On the other end of the spectrum, AQ
loading is dropped below 10 mol% to 2 mol% and 1 mol%. At 2 mol% AQ, the product yield is
significantly diminished alongside conversion. Interestingly, as AQ loading becomes increasingly
sparce, desired hexanophenone is no longer the major product. Instead, 1-phenylcyclohexanol
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predominates in a 3:1 relative ratio compared to hexanophenone. This trend is exacerbated as AQ
loading is dropped even further to 1 mol%. At 1 mol% AQ, there is a 17-fold excess of 1phenylcyclohexane and virtually no product and conversion.

Figure 3.7 AQ loading and NHPI controls.

What little reactivity this system exhibited was responsible nearly solely to form traces of the
alcohol side-product. Mechanistically, this suggests that one mechanism by which the alcohol
forms might be ionic or not photoinduced, because there are no molecules in the reaction solution
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that, on their own, absorb the wavelength of light being delivered (max 390 nm). Phthalimide Noxy radical (PINO), the intermediate formed upon HAT from NHPI, does absorb visible light with
a max of 380 nm in MeCN44. While it is tempting to attribute some photoinduced radical reactivity
to this spectroscopic detail, it remains unclear how PINO forms in the absence of AQ. It regardless
is an important observation that we kept in mind as we continued optimization and mechanistic
inquiry into the reaction.
The necessity of NHPI in the reaction was simultaneously interrogated, with results also
shown in Figure 3.7. Over the same range of AQ mol% loadings, controls were concurrently
conducted without NHPI. Identical trends across all AQ loadings were observed with and without
NHPI, though yields and conversions were consistently lower without NHPI. Interestingly,
dropping when AQ loading was reduced to 2 mol%, the ratio of 1-phenylcyclohexanol sharply
increased to 7.51 to 1 vs. desired hexanophenone. The results of the study are summarized in the
plot at the bottom of Figure 3.7, showing very similar trendlines for yield and conversion with
and without NHPI. However, the datapoints with NHPI are uniformly higher than those without.
It appears that conversion continues to increase with increasing AQ loading, but yield of product
flatlines just under 20%.
At this point, it grew clear to us that the identity of the PIII was likely of great important to
reaction success. This is due to the fact that our envisioned mechanism (Figure 3.3) does not
invoke oxidation of the PIII to the corresponding radical cation. Instead, AQ and NHPI are
hypothesized to engage with the organic substrate(s) through H-atom abstraction. With subsequent
O2 and PIII addition, a phosphoranyl radical is formed.
However, trivalent phosphorus compounds are not particularly difficult to oxidize to their
radical cations, which are also capable of phosphoranyl radical formation45-49. If oxidized to the
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radical cation, the deoxygenation or desulfurization reaction would necessitate ionic nucleophilic
activity by the corresponding alkoxide or sulfoxide. However, the phosphorus radical cation is
also capable radical coupling with a partner, such as oxygen50, yielding a phosphonium cation.
Phosphoniums are not on-cycle for -scission, as required for this transformation. Thus, it is
important to adhere to one of two mechanistic options: have a radical species interact with a closed
shell PIII, or form a P-centered radical cation to undergo ionic nucleophilic attack. Since O2 is a
paramagnetic triplet diradical in the ground state51, and the reaction contains HAT donors and
acceptors, it is quite likely that PIII will encounter radicals in solution. For this reason, we propose
that desired reactivity will be supported by suppressing PIII oxidation. Fortunately, PIII redox and
nucleophilicity profiles are modular and well-studied.
The oxidation potentials of a broad array of phosphines, phosphonites, and phosphonites
under various conditions have been documented by the Yasui group52-54. Yasui demonstrated that
SET from PIII compounds to photoexcited dyes was irreversible, despite being endothermic. Yasui
posits that the irreversibility is a function of the high electrophilicity of the phosphorus radical
cation, which kinetically outcompetes back-electron transfer. This idea reinforces our hypothesis
that PIII oxidation is deleterious to desired reactivity.
The half-wave potentials vs. Ag/Ag+ shown in Figure 3.8 section A were measured by
rotating disk electrolysis (RDE) in aqueous MeCN54. Electron-rich triaryl phosphines such as
tri(mesityl)phosphine tris(p-anisyl)phosphine undergo facile single electron oxidations at 0.39 V
and 0.65 V respectively, due to the stabilizing effects of the electron-releasing substituents. With
triphenylphosphine as a benchmark, being oxidized at 0.94 V, one sees oxidation becoming
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increasingly difficult upon introduction of electron-withdrawing 4-fluoro groups on the arenes.

Figure 3.8 Oxidation potentials and nucleophilicity indices of trivalent phosphorus
compounds.

Tris(4-fluorophenyl)phosphine exhibits a more electrochemically demanding oxidation at 1.21 V.
As carbon-based ligands on phosphorus are iteratively replaced with alkoxy groups, this
oxidizability trend continues. Methyl diphenylphosphinite is oxidized at 1.21 V, and substitution
of a phenyl group for an additional alkoxide to form diethyl phenylphosphonite and dimethyl
phenylphosphonite cause a jump in oxidation to nearly 1.5 V. On the far end of this scale are
phosphites, with oxidation potentials approaching 1.89 V.
This trend in oxidation potential varies consistently and as expected in relation to PIII ionic
nucleophilicity. Whereas trivalent radical cations are known to be quite electrophilic54, their
closed-shell counterparts are nucleophilic. This trend was experimentally demonstrated with a
library

of

trialkyl-

and

triarylphosphines

and

phosphites55

attacking

electrophilic

tricarbonylcyclohexadienyl iron cation ([Fe(CO)3(1,5-η-C6H7)]+) in acetone56-57 (Figure 3.8
section B). This trend in ionic nucleophilicity is intuitive based on electronic effects of the various
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substituents, and is further illustrated in great, cumulative detail by Mayr in 200558. PIII
nucleophilicities increase with increased -donicity and decreased -acidity, which corroborates
data comparing the intrinsic nucleophilic character of trialkyl phosphines, triaryl phosphines,
phosphinites, phosphonites, and finally phosphites. Very pertinently to our study, Mayr graphs the
tight positive colinear relationship between PIII nucleophilicity and respective half wave potentials
(E1/2) vs. Ag/Ag+ in MeCN.
With all of this information at hand, we screened a library of PIII sources across a continuum
of incremental additions of oxygen-bound substituents to phosphorus (Figure 3.9).

Figure 3.9 Incremental modification of PIII electronic characteristics.

We observed that as we decreased the electron density on the phosphorus center, yield was
only modestly affected, except in the case of triphenylphosphite, which shut down productive
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reactivity entirely. Conversion of starting material was also not appreciably affected by modulating
PIII electronics, though reached 52% with highly electron-deficient P(OC2F5)3. While modest yield
was still mysterious, the trends in product distribution were consonant with Mayr’s analysis. As
we added PIII sources with increasingly attenuated nucleophilicity indices and oxidizabilities,
formation of 1-phenylcyclohexanol was diminished to practically 0%. Compared to
triphenylphosphine, phenyl diethylphosphonite diminishes 1-phenylcyclohexanol by 75%. Then,
transitioning to P(OC2F5)3 confers yet again an additional 78% decrease in 1-phenylcyclohexanol,
representing a 95% total suppression of this undesired product being formed. This is likely due to
curtailing the frequency of P-centered radical cation formation, as it is these oxidized species that
are mechanistically responsible for phosphonium intermediate formation, which leads to alcohol
side product. However, the identity of the phosphine does not seem to have a discernable impact
on desired product formation, meaning that it is either not directly involved in that specific
mechanism or that it is, but is somehow responsible for catalyst inactivation after a single cycle.
Even still, we completed a more comprehensive PIII screen just of triarylphosphines to rule
out potentially overlooking the best-tuned PIII. The triarylphosphine screen is depicted in Figure
3.10 and covers an electronic range from highly -donating to -withdrawing substituents on the
arenes. The best overall results were observed using highly electron-deficient phosphine G (tris(4trifluoromethylphenyl)phosphine), with a 20% yield and 38% conversion. While this yield is not
significantly higher than those obtained with other PIII additives, it is far superior in reaction
fidelity. Unlike previous runs with different PIII where yield was low but starting material
consumption was high, it was a clear indication that the starting material was, in some way,
converting to off-target compounds uncontrollably instead of funneling unanimously to desired
product. However, phosphine G gave a 20% yield with 38% conversion. This means that over half
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of the starting material is becoming product, whereas worse phosphines like phosphine A gave 8%
yield and 39% conversion. This corresponds to only 21% of consumed starting material actually
becoming hexanophenone. This concept of narrowing the gap between product yield and starting
material consumption is illustrated in the graph on the bottom right of 3.11. The closer in height
the dark and light blue bars are for each phosphine, the better the reaction fidelity.

Figure 3.8 Triarylphosphine screen.

Figure 3.10 also provides data on relative ratios of desired hexanophenone to undesired
side-products 1-cyclohexanol and 1-cyclohexene. These ratios as a function of PIII electron density
are well-aligned with those shown in Figure 3.9. As the lettered phosphines from A to G become
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increasingly electron-deficient, the desired product drastically overtakes 1-phenylcyclohexanol as
the major product. The bar graph on the bottom left of Figure 3.10 illustrates this phenomenon, as
the purple bars (1-phenylcyclohexanol) sharply decline as a function of phosphine electron density
decreasing from A to G.
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Figure 3.9 Yield and conversion in control studies.

We also performed a series of control studies to help elucidate the roles of each reaction
component, deeming whether or not it is required and how it affects product ratios. The control
studies are shown in Figure 3.11. Systematic removal of individual variables was performed, as
well as variable combinations to assess dependencies among multiple variables. Without
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anthraquinone, the reaction—and nearly all reactivity involving phenylcyclohexane—is all but
shut down. What little reactivity does occur within the 3% conversion primarily formation of the
1-phenylcyclohexanol side product (Figure 3.12), which forms in a 26-fold excess of
hexanophenone. Thus, with NHPI being the primary HAT reagent in solution, one could presume
that NHPI is a main culprit in alcohol byproduct formation, and that AQ is quite important for
desired reactivity.
When NHPI is removed, product is still observed, though in diminished yield (6% vs.
20+% under standard conditions). The difference between conversion and yield is also extremely
high—only 7% of consumed starting material actually becomes desired hexanophenone. This
suggests that it is not required for reactivity, and likely engages with phenylcyclohexane in
alternate reaction pathways, but is not obligatory for the desired -scission pathway. The ratio of
hexanophenone to side products (Figure 3.12) is quite similar to that of the standard reaction
conditions, though with systematically lower values.
Interestingly, removing the electron-deficient triaryl phosphine results in nearly complete
consumption of starting material, yet only an 8% yield of desired ring-opened product. Like with
NHPI, removal of triaryl phosphine has a deleterious effect on reaction fidelity. Removing triaryl
phosphine enables other reactions that are otherwise either outcompeted by favorable desired
product formation, or are inhibited by the presence of the phosphine. Knowing the phosphines
have antioxidant activity, it is possible that the presence of the phosphine helps shut down of some
other side products. However, the most interesting observation with removing the phosphine is the
appearance of an appreciable amount of benzoic acid (1.3:1 hexanophenone : benzoic acid) and
acetophenone (2.4:1 hexanophenone : acetophenone). With benzoic acid, in particular, being an
oxidation state higher than hexanophenone, it can be assumed that without phosphine, excessive
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over-oxidation of intermediates in solution is permissible, compounding on the idea that the
phosphine is truly acting as a mediator to facilitate what would otherwise be an uncontrolled,
rampant autoxidation cascade. Additionally, without phosphine, there is no alcohol or alkene
byproduct detected at all, which is peculiar. It is possible that again, with oxidation occurring
rampantly, 1-phenylcyclohexanol and 1-phenylcyclohexene are re-entering reactivity and being
further oxidized to form these other chain-scission products.

Figure 3.12 Relative side-product distribution in control reactions.

The reaction is completely shut down if ran anoxically (set up in Ar-filled glovebox and
sealed), ran without light (reaction wrapped in aluminum foil). It is also entirely shut down if both
AQ and NHPI are removed. Reactions with no AQ or phosphine showed only very minor trace
conversion, and all of that conversion went straight to benzoic acid and acetophenone, suggesting
that NHPI is the primary player in the formation of side products that are immediately intercepted
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for further oxidation as long as phosphine is not around. Lastly, the reaction still works to a minor
degree (10% yield) in the absence of both NHPI and phosphine (just AQ in solution with starting
material), but the starting material was 98% consumed (Figure 3.11). In this situation, the product
distribution is very wide—all structures mentioned are formed (1:0.56:0.43:0.52:0.30 product :
alcohol : alkene : benzoic acid : acetophenone), showing that while all chemical components are
not necessarily required for desired reactivity, the work synergistically to control an autoxidation
process that is traditionally very difficult to control.

3.4 Controlled Depolymerization of Polystyrene to Acetophenone
PS is mostly synthesized by bulk, suspension, or solution polymerization of styrene. It is
usually synthesized by radical chain growth polymerization to form an atactic polymer, though
methods for cationic, anionic, and coordination polymerization also exist59. Commercial free
radical polymerization of styrene produces atactic PS with high molecular weights (Mw = 200,000
– 330,000). This material is general-purpose polystyrene (GPPS), which is characterized by its
glass transition temperature of about 100 °C, good transparency, lightness (specific gravity = 1.05),
high rigidity/tensile strength, moldability, and processability. It is often used for disposable food
containers and cups, food packaging films, and compact disk cases. GPPS can be transformed into
other PS products by injection or extrusion molding techniques or extrusion at elevated
temperatures60, yielding PS foams, expanded PS (ESP), and extruded PS (XPS) depending on
chosen method. Overall, PS is one of the most versatile and widely-used thermoplastics used
across the world. However, it is also non-biodegradable as defined by American Society of Test
and Materials (ASTM) standards, and the impact of this can be easily seen by its accumulation in
the environment as litter.
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Structurally reminiscent of cumene and even phenylcyclohexane is polystyrene. These
structures all contain benzylic 3° C(sp3)-H bonds that, under the correct conditions, are susceptible
to autooxidation. Based solely on this analysis, it is entirely fair to assume comparable HAT
propensities for these compounds, and thus comparable rates of oxidative cleavage in the presence
of peroxides. In 1972, Etsuo Niki explored this idea, noting that the reactivities of polyolefins
towards radicals was not yet known61. He probed the relative reactivities of PS and polypropylene
(PP) towards tert-butoxy radical (tBuO•) as compared to that of their simpler model counterparts—
cumene and 2,4-dimethylpentane (and other similar aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons). Di-tertbutylperoxy oxalate was thermalized to produce tBuO•, which can either form tBuOH or acetone.
The tBuOH/acetone ratio can be plotted as a function of the concentration of H-atom donors
(cumene, PS, etc.).

Figure 3.10 Relative reactivities of PS and aromatic hydrocarbons towards tBuO•.
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In this scenario, tBuOH formation is indicative of successful HAT, and acetone formation is
indicative of tBuO• failing to engage in HAT in a kinetically competitive manner over -scission.
The relative reactivities revealed cumene to be 39 times more reactive than a single PS monomer
unit. This trend is consistent as substituting the methyl groups of cumene with ethyl groups
diminishes reactivity by 0.48 (Figure 3.13).
Metz and Mesrobian were the first to hypothesize the origins of the incredibly inert nature
of PS62. They attributed the low reactivity to significant steric hindrance surrounding the polyolefin
backbone, creating a highly difficult obstacle through which peroxy radicals must penetrate. They
also ruled out polar effects as the culprit for its low reactivity through were ruled out by comparing
PS with similarly inert polypropylene. They ultimately concluded that the self-inhibition of the PS
oxidation is likely not a function of some intrinsic chemical reactivity that makes it incompatible
with tBuO•. Rather, its preferred conformation simply endows it with stability against
autoxidation. With the bulky phenyl groups on alternating carbon atoms protecting the 3° benzylic
and 2° C-H bonds of the polymer backbone in a coiled configuration, reactive radicals are subject
to alternate fates that are more kinetically feasible.

Figure 3.14 Outdated method for uncontrolled PS autoxidation and comparison to
proposed photocatalytic method.

When thinking about ways in which to overcome this challenge, we hypothesized that even
a single chain scission could facilitate subsequent scission events, as neighboring polyolefin
backbone components become relatively exposed. This could work in a cooperative-type fashion,
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as increasing the number of chain breaks increases the propensity of the oligomers to continue
breaking down. Then, we posited that we could harness the robust bond-activating potential of
photoredox catalysis to cleave the polyolefin backbone in ways previously unattainable. To that
end, we endeavored to use our autoxidation-antioxidation--scission reaction platform described
in Section 3.2 to depolymerize PS in a highly-controlled fashion to chemoselectively furnish
acetophenone (Figure 3.14).
It did not take long to realize that this system was not amenable to PS. To form the
postulated alkylperoxyphosphoranyl radical, co-localization of O2 and relatively bulky PIII is
required at the site of C-H activation. In a small molecule, this encounter is sterically permissible.
In the PS interior bulk, it is undoubtedly more difficult to bring all these components together.
This is one hypothesis for why the reaction did not work at all, and we opted to try conditions
obviating the use of PIII (Figure 3.15). Eight reactions, united by their objectives in catalyzing
aerobic oxidations of aliphatic and/or aromatic alkanes. Reactions A through E failed to convert
PS to acetophenone (if they converted to anything at all). Reaction F was successful.

Figure 3.15 Literature-based screen for photocatalytic oxidative cleavage of PS.
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Reaction A was based on the use of AQ or 1,2-diamino-2,3-dichloro-anthraquinone (DACAQ) in
combination with NHPI and zeolite HY, whereby AQ and NHPI undergo canonical HAT reactivity
to form 1-phenylethyl hydroperoxide63. Zeolite was proposed to assist in the cleavage of the
hydroperoxide to form acetophenone and water, though this mechanism is not amenable to the 4°
alkylperoxide formed on PS or cumene. Reaction B covers several thermal and photo-induced
reactions tested to mimic the well-studied NHPI/Co or NHPI/Mn-catalyzed radical aerobic
oxidation processes18, 64-66. Reaction C employs tetra(n-butylammonium)decatungstate (TBADT)
as a photo-HAT catalyst67-68, but this produced no reactivity likely due to TBADT’s massive steric
bulk preventing any contact with PS’s abstractable C(sp3)-H bonds69. Reaction D is a biomimetic
reaction of cytochrome P450 monooxygenase activity, though suffers the same lack of reactivity
with PS as a substrate70-71. Reaction E mirrors Reaction A but swapping Zeolite with 10 Å
molecular sieves. After extensively screening the literature, we discovered a recently published
report of neutral Eosin-Y (EYH2) promoting benzylic hydro peroxidation, serving as a
photoinduced HAT catalyst72 (Figure 3.16).
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Figure 3.11 EYH2 as a direct HAT photocatalyst.

While the transformation itself is uninspiring, the utility of EYH2 as a direct HAT catalyst is novel.
The disodium salt of Eosin-Y (EY-Na2) is best known for its applicability in photoredox SET
processes73-74, whereas EYH2 has relatively recently been identified as both a PET and HAT
photocatalyst75-78. This was intriguing to us for potential application in depolymerizing
polystyrene, because it eliminates the necessity for an exogenous HAT catalyst entering an
already-congested site of reactivity.
Before proceeding, we took time to appreciate the chemical nuances of EY that make it
unique both from AQ and another commonly-utilized acridinium photocatalyst (Mes-Acr-Me+)
(Figure 3.17)22, 73-74, 79-84. Like AQ, EY and Mes-Acr-Me+ are single-electron oxidants in their
triplet excited states. However, the quantum yield of intersystem crossing (ϕISC) for AQ is
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extremely efficient, with the T1 state being predominantly populated. The ϕISC for EY and MesAcr-Me+ are much slower, such that they can also undergo PET through their respective excited
singlets. AQ is undoubtedly the most potent excited state oxidant, followed by Mes-Acr-Me.

Figure 3.17 Comparison of photophysical and redox properties of some organic
photocatalysts.

EY is a less excited state oxidant; it is also a useful excited state reductant, opening up even
more mechanistic possibilities in synthetic contexts.
Thus, we screened for reactivity with EY-Na2, EYH2, and a 1:1 mixture of each both with
and without added NHPI. The results showed minimal differences among the three, suggesting
that perhaps a HAT vs. SET activation of the benzylic C-H bonds was not caused by direct
interactions between the HAT donor and acceptor (Figure 3.18).
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Figure 3.12 Comparison of EY-Na2 and EYH2 reactivity.

However, these results were a far better jumping-off point than those obtained with AQ, since AQ
failed to catalyze any reactivity at all. This could be the result of a lot of factors differentiating the
two, which were summarized in Figure 3.17, along with steric effects or even solubility
differences. Among the major differences summarized in Figure 3.17 is the S1 lifetimes of AQ vs.
EY. With AQ’s extremely high ϕISC of 1.04, its triplet state yield is much higher, meaning that its
propensity to sensitize O2 to O2S could be different85. Nonetheless, due to the negligible difference
1

between acetophenone yields and PS consumption among the EY variants, mechanistic
interrogation was still premature. More rigorous screens needed to be completed to try to identify
a critical variable responsible for activating and invoking PS reactivity.
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Figure 3.19 EY-Na2 and NHPI loading screens.

Next, we ran a thorough screen EY and NHPI loadings (Figure 3.18). At this point, we
chose to primarily use EY-Na2 due to its superior solubility over EYH2. Within these screens were
controls: without EY or NHPI, no consumption of PS was observed. Without EY but with catalytic
NHPI, the same result was found. Similarly, removal of NHPI while maintaining EY loadings also
halted reactivity. This indicated that EY and NHPI, in some way, were together responsible for
any reactivity evoked out of PS. This will be explored at the end of Section 3.4. Figure 3.19 should
otherwise communicate the fact that no modest change will elicit a response from PS. Regardless
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of whether EY is added in 1, 2, 4, or 10 mol% and of NHPI loading, the yields are modest at best.
The highest yield obtained (by NMR) was when using 4 mol% EY with 10 mol% NHPI. This
combination gave a 15% yield and full PS conversion. However, no trends can be deciphered from
this data. Conversions are inconsistent and unpredictable as functions of catalyst loadings, making
it seem as though there could be extraneous environmental/operational variables affecting the
progress of any given reaction. Important to note here is that all reactions were run for 16 hours
unless otherwise noted, kept at ambient temperature (about 23 °C), ran with flame-dried glassware,
and ran with three 20-gauge needles through a septum, open to air.

Figure 3.20 Control studies for PS photooxidation reaction.

To try to understand the origins of the reaction’s mechanism, we performed a series of
controls (Figure 3.20). We found that every component of the reaction had to be present to observe
both conversion of PS and to detect acetophenone. If the reaction is set up and ran strictly
anaerobically in an N2-filled glovebox, no change occurs by NMR. Removing either EY or NHPI
causes the same result, as does running the reaction in the dark. The reaction was attempted
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thermally by heating to 60 °C in the dark, but this also did not produce a reaction. Unsurprisingly,
running the reaction in the dark and in the absence of O2 or EY also shut down any reactivity. No
conversion was observed in all cases.
At this point, we began to question whether NHPI is an optimal HAT catalyst, knowing
that the reaction benefitted when a HAT catalyst was present. To that end, we screened an array
of other well-known HAT catalysts that are activated either oxidatively or reductively86-87.

Figure 3.13 HAT catalyst screen.

This screen covered a representative aryl disulfide, thiol (with or without K2CO3 to initiate a
deprotonation-oxidation cascade), quinuclidine, tetrachloro-N-hydroxyphthalimide, and Nmethyl-p-toluenesulfonamide (with and without K2CO3 to initiate a deprotonation-oxidation
cascade) (Figure 3.21). All of these HAT catalysts are electrophilic H-atom acceptors, which pairs
well with the hydridic C-H bonds to be abstracted on PS88. No marked change was observed. If
anything, NHPI is still best among all HAT catalysts tested, with somewhat comparable reactivity
by N-methyl-p-toluenesulfonamide on the first trial.
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Figure 3.14 Model Stern-Volmer quenching study of EY.

We also wanted to perform a Stern-Volmer quenching study of EY-Na2 to try to get some
mechanistic clarity to carry with us moving forward (Figure 3.23). As a model for PS,
phenylcyclohexane was used as a quencher, as well as triphenylphosphine and tris(4trifluoromethyl)phenylphosphine (optimal in small molecule system employing AQ and NHPI)
and NHPI itself. For the Stern-Volmer study, EY was dissolved in DMF (0.01 mM), excited at 510
nm, and fluorescence detected at 570 nm). Note that Stern-Volmer quenching studies were
attempted with AQ and NHPI, but AQ fluoresces quite poorly on its own, making data acquisition
very difficult and unreliable. Nevertheless, the Stern-Volmer study in Figure 3.23 very clearly
shows quenching of EY* by NHPI, but no quenching with phenylcyclohexane or either triaryl
phosphine. Due to the relative chemical inertness of PS compared to its small molecule
counterparts, including phenylcyclohexane, it is fair to assume that EY is not quenched by PS.
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Figure 3.15 Comprehensive PS C-H oxidation screen.

This rules out quenching by energy transfer and by PET, which one could imagine occurring by
reduction of EY* and formation of an aryl radical cation on PS.
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At this point, we were concerned that this specific approach to depolymerize PS to
acetophenone was the wrong strategy. Thus, before trying entirely different methods, we
endeavored to identify any unseen clues about reactivity (or lack thereof). Figure 3.23 illustrates
the breadth of these reactions screen. For clarity, experiments are divided into modifications,
additives, or substitutions. Modifications are minor adjustments to the conditions shown in the top
scheme. Additives are extra reagents added to those listed in the top scheme. Substitutions range
from swapping of reagents all the way to substitution of the reaction conditions entirely. The latter
includes reactions based on literature precedent in other oxidative systems. These include
DDQ/tBuONO-co-catalyzed high-potential oxidations89-91 (entry 26), tBuONO (or iAmylONO) in
tandem with other photocatalysts92 (entries 12-13 and 27) or alone as a thermal oxidant93-94 (entries
28-29), photoinduced methyl viologen-dicyanoanthracene electron donor-acceptor (EDA)
complex formation with FeII (entry 31)95, and chlorine radical generation via ligand-to-metal
charge transfer (LMCT) as a sterically-unencumbering H atom abstractor (entry 32)96.
Moving forward, we decided to end our pursuit of PS autoxidative depolymerization to
acetophenone. However, we found new inspiration in cationic rearrangements to achieve a
different, but still highly useful outcome. In particular, we took interest in the Hock
rearrangement97 as platforms for oxidative dearylation of PS. Using the Hock rearrangement, we
envisioned transformation of PS into a polyketone with liberation of phenol. (Figure 3.24).
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Figure 3.16 Application of the Hock Rearrangement to PS dearylation.

The Hock rearrangement is a Brønsted or Lewis acid-promoted hydroperoxide
rearrangement, forming an alcohol and carbonyl compound through C-C bond cleavage. Acidcatalyzed activation of the terminal oxygen of the hydroperoxide weakens the O-O bond,
facilitating C to O alkyl group migration to release water. This leaves behind an oxocarbenium,
which is poised for nucleophilic addition25. The Cumene Process, which is used for the industrial
production of phenol and isopropanol from benzene and propylene, is based on the Hock
Rearrangement and is the leading method for industrial production of phenol98-99. The Cumene
Process was described by Udris and Sergeev in 1947100-101 and by Hock independently in 194424.
Attempts to apply the Hock reaction to PS are represented by entries 16-19 in Figure 3.23.
The Hock reaction has yet to be carried out via photoredox catalysis, even on small molecules.
These reactions were run in the presence of increasingly high amounts of 12 M (37% aqueous)
HCl, as acidic conditions are known to help make the Hock rearrangement thermodynamically
viable. 1 M aqueous HCl was deleterious to the reaction, as was using a 9:1 ratio of 12 M HCl to
DCE, though full consumption of PS did occur in the latter. Interestingly, 10%, 20%, and 50% 12
M HCl in DCE gave full PS conversion, and reliable 11-12% yield of acetophenone—not phenol
or a new polymer. The addition of acids was also an attempt to negate the deleterious effects of
adding bases. Regardless of the identity of the base, or whether it be a suitable reductive quencher
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(such as Et3N), basic compounds always shut the reaction down entirely. While the yields of
acetophenone are not particularly impressive, the reactions it was formed relatively cleanly by
crude 1H NMR. They were clean enough, in fact, that acetophenone could not only be smelled
emanating from the reactions, but was isolable by flash column chromatography to give pure
acetophenone. Because of the volatility of acetophenone (vapor pressure = 45 Pa at 25 °C102), it is
conceivable that the actual yield was higher than 11-12%, assuming some loss during purification
and concentration. While these results are not Hock process results, it was still rewarding to have
a clean reaction with yields that are consistent. We did try to find evidence of phenol, though no
evidence could be found.

Figure 3.17 Consideration of Schmidt-type rearrangement of aryl alkanes and PS.

Finally, we were intrigued by Ning Jiao’s 2012 work on FeII-catalyzed cleavage of CarylCalkyl bonds of aromatic alkanes103. Using a long-chain alkyl azide, stoichiometric DDQ as an
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oxidant, and catalytic FeCl2104, they accomplished a Schmidt-type rearrangement, furnishing an
N-alkyl aniline and ketone (Figure 3.25). For context, the Schmidt reaction105 involves an azide
attacking a carbonyl to generate an azidohydrin106-107. If the azidohydrin releases N2, BaeyerVilliger-type reactivity108 ensues; if H2O is released to making a diazoiminium, similar alkyl
migration can take place. This releases N2 and furnishes a nitrilium, akin to the Beckman
rearrangement109. Jiao’s work was of particular intrigue to us because the reaction was successful
when PS was used as a substrate. Under their standard conditions, commercial PS yielded 17%
phenol, and waste PS they retrieved themselves gave 12% phenol. We attempted to reproduce their
result many times with many PS sources and were never successful. Despite this, we were still
encouraged overall, because the fact that they saw reactivity with PS means that they had DDQ,
FeCl2, and O2 sufficiently co-localized with each other in close vicinity to the PS alkane backbone.
This is a direct challenge to the notion that the C(sp3)-H bonds of the polymer are sterically
inaccessible. It was also encouraging from a pure numerical standpoint. Their yields of 17% and
12% phenol from PS sources is hardly better than our yields of 12% to 15% acetophenone. We are
not yet satisfied with these yields, but knowing that we have matched the state-of-the-art means
that we are on the right track.
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Chapter 4: Catalyzing Catalysis in silico
4.1 Introduction
Only 40-odd years ago, computational simulation of chemical reactions in synthesis did
not exist. The foundational development of computational principles and algorithms taken together
with the manufacturing of faster and more powerful computers have mobilized computational
chemistry into one of the most valuable and effective tools for synthetic chemists1. This is because
the majority of organic and organometallic catalyst were traditionally discovered serendipitously
or through laborious trial and error. Needless to say, these approaches to catalyst design are
expensive both financially and time-wise, and resource-wise, and are limited to the finite dataprocessing capabilities of the human brain. With the disruptive emergence of in silico
computational chemistry, chemists can now rationally design and predict catalysts and attain
deeper molecular understanding of their roles in reactions.
The rate of development of quantum-mechanical techniques in this area, such as highaccuracy ab initio methods and density-functional-theory (DFT) calculations are only accelerating
to this day. Additionally, the rates at which these increasingly complex calculations are carried out
are also accelerating, allowing for more complex modelling without compromising accuracy in the
interest of time2. To that end, computational chemistry has piqued the intrigue of experimental
synthetic chemists. These chemists turn to computational chemistry to help explain perplexing or
elusive empirical observations that may be obstructing their experimental progress.
The state of the art in the computational catalyst design does exactly this: empiricallychosen molecules exhibiting catalytic activity are inputted for modeling. The computational model
then evaluates the catalyst, guiding the design of a second generation of catalysts, and so on. This
process mirrors the types of computational methods employed in lead drug design and optimization
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based on homology modeling. While computational methods are capable of predicting and
designing catalysts based on input analogs, the de novo, “from-scratch” prediction of new,
effective catalyst for a given reaction has yet to be realized.
Schrödinger, Inc. is computational chemistry software development company that has
made a marked impact in both the life and material science industries since 19903-4. Its physicsbased computational platforms utilize both cutting-edge machine learning techniques for complex
predictive modeling, as well as advanced data analytics to expedite the entire process of initial
target identification to late-stage lead optimization. This optimization process operates iteratively,
preceding and obviating experimental syntheses and assays. Any rounds of experimental project
chemistry that do become available are considered, compiled, and resubjected to additional cycles
of advanced computation analysis. Schrödinger’s platforms are known for significantly expediting
the time and cost of lead discovery with higher confidence in the success of those leads.
Schrödinger has risen to the challenge to develop a computational platform for de novo
catalyst prediction. Based on some pre-existing understanding of a chemical reaction—even if it
is just the structures of starting material(s), intermediate(s), and product(s), the novel predictive
program will calculate various mechanistic pathways and propose “from-scratch” catalysts wellsuited to facilitate the energetic landscapes associated with those mechanisms. Postulated
mechanistic steps can also be inputted, to be computationally interrogated and be provided with
suggested catalyst(s). If a reaction is not working, the program should explain why. This exciting
program has been named “AutoTS,” and is currently in development. In the Rovis group, we have
been collaborating with Schrödinger in providing experimental validation of computation results.
From a computational standpoint, small chiral catalysts—particularly organocatalysts—
are ideal candidates for modelling because they have fewer atoms, allowing simulations to be made
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more accurately comprehensively in an acceptable window of computing time. For AutoTS, the
asymmetric Stetter reaction of nitroalkenes5 was chosen as a model reaction because there are
sufficient known empirical datapoints against which assess the performance of AutoTS, but also
some glaring voids in mechanistic understanding that AutoTS may elucidate.
Before discussing computational developments in this area, it is important to summarize
the key background information to not just the Stetter reaction, but N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC)
reactivity. NHCs are highly popular and useful organocatalysts in a variety of organic
transformation. In particular, NHCs endow umpolung6 reactivity on aldehydes and ketones, which
are otherwise classically electrophilic at carbon. When using an NHC catalyst, these electrophilic
compounds become electronically inverted—"umpoled”—and are nucleophilic in nature.
Depending on the reaction context, the product of NHCs interacting with aldehydes and ketones
forges acyl anion, homoenolate, and enolate equivalents. These in situ nucleophiles are competent
reactive partners in a variety of transformations, such as the benzoin condensation, the Stetter
reaction (vide infra), annulations, Claisen rearrangements, cycloadditions, and C-H and C-C bond
activations7. Both chiral and achiral NHCs have been synthesized and reported for a variety of
purposes, including asymmetric umpolung catalysis.
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Figure 4.1 Discovery of the Breslow Intermediate.

Many consider the independent reports from Bertrand8 and Arduengo9 in 1988 and 1991,
respectively, as the catalysts for mainstream interest in NHCs. However, their reports of stable
carbenes would not be if not for the foundational works by Sheehan (1966)10, Breslow (1958)11,
Ukai (1943)12, Lapworth (1903)13, and Wöhler and Liebig (1832)14. Breslow stands out because
he was the first to provide a mechanistic rationale for the benzoin reaction catalyzed by coenzyme
thiamine (Vitamin B1), a thiazolium (Figure 4.1). Breslow postulated that the catalytically active
species in the reaction was a thiazolium ylide produced from deprotonation. This mesomeric
zwitterion is a resonance structure of a thiazolidine NHC. This was correct. Breslow then further
proposed that the NHC “zwitterion” engaged the present electrophile such that an enaminol
intermediate formed. This enaminol is now universally known as the “Breslow Intermediate,” and
set the stage for the development of modern NHC catalysis15.
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Figure 4.2 Mechanism of the Stetter reaction of aldehydes and nitroalkenes.

The Stetter reaction is a classic NHC-catalyzed umpolung reaction in which aldehydes are
used as nucleophilic synthons for conjugate into Michael acceptors. It was first described by
Hermann Stetter in 197316-17, and has become one of the primary synthetic strategies for the
construction of 1,4-dicarbonyl compounds and related derivatives18.
An example representing the accepted mechanism of the Stetter reaction is shown in
Figure 4.2. This particular example, from the Rovis group, features a chiral triazolylidene NHC,
catalyst coupling aldehydes to nitroalkenes5. It will be further discussed as it serves as the model
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reaction for AutoTS. The mechanism begins with deprotonation of the triazolium precatalyst to
reveal the active NHC. The nucleophilic NHC attacks the aldehyde in solution to form a canonical
tetrahedral intermediate. The next step, “1,2-proton shift,” is still, to this day, poorly understood
and the subject of much debate, experimentation, and theory. The product of the “1,2-shift” is the
quintessential Breslow Intermediate enolamine, which is nucleophilic at the enolic C(sp2)-O
carbon. A lone pair from the NHC then regenerates the core cationic triazolium through C=N 
bond formation, further breaking the exocyclic C=C  bond and situating the molecule for
nucleophilic attack. Following the conjugate addition into the nitroalkene electrophile, the product
is released, and the active NHC is regenerated.
Since the lack of understanding of the “1,2-proton shift” has repercussions in the
development of AutoTS, some reported mechanistic proposals are illustrated in Figure 4.3. A
direct 1,2-proton shift is symmetry forbidden, and therefore improbable19. Mechanism A depicts a
hydride shift-deprotonation cascade based on combined experimental and computational findings
by Berkessel in 201620. These findings suggested that there is a 7 kcal/mol energy difference
between a triazolylidene-derived enol and its corresponding keto form, favoring the keto.
Conceivably, the described sequence first forms the keto, requiring enolization prior to engaging
an electrophile. An earlier paper from the same group overestimated the keto-enol thermodynamic
difference, seeing no enol formation in presence of acids or bases21.
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Figure 4.3 Mechanistic proposals for “1,2-proton shift.”

Mechanism B, which invokes proton transfer between dimers, was computationally suggested by
Hawkes and Yates in 201822, but kinetic studies by Rovis in 2011 revealed that the rection was, in
fact, first order in both substrates and catalyst23. This suggests that this was an unlikely unifying
mechanism. Mechanism C is proposed based on rigorous kinetic studies by Rovis and coworkers
of the effects of the presence or absence of hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) or other base on the
Stetter reaction. They found no rate difference between reactions conducted in presence and
absence of HMDS, also making Mechanism C unlikely23. Mechanism D reflects that fact that
experimental results vary depending on the polarity of the solvent used, like low polarity toluene
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and high polarity, protic methanol. It is certainly possible that when carried out in one of those
different solvents, the mechanism of proton transfer is different. In methanol, it is conceivable that
the solvent acts as a shuttle, akin mechanism of formaldehyde hydration to 1,1-diol in water.
Computational evidence supports a mechanism that is second order in water to form a 7-membered
cyclic transition state24-25. Like previous examples and examples not discussed herein, one must
reckon with the fact that this mechanism cannot be universally applied. In the case of AutoTS,
Schrödinger must also reckon with the various possibilities. As the proton shift could be the ratelimiting step in some cases, a lack of understanding of this step makes it more difficult for AutoTS
to design new catalysts. However, each of the proposed 1,2-proton shift transition state structures
can be inputted and examined with AutoTS. By inputting proposed structures, AutoTS may
automatically detect any critical intermediates or reactions that could otherwise be overlooked.

Figure 4.4 Elusive nitroalkene Stetter Reaction results.

Equipped with information of both the known and unknown regarding the mechanism of
the Stetter reaction, AutoTS was ready for deployment to fill gaps in knowledge and propose
solutions to longstanding challenges. Figure 4.4 depicts experimental Stetter data that reflects
exactly that: inexplicable disparities in substrate reactivity in an otherwise heavily-studied
organocatalyzed system. As shown by Rovis in 2009, cis-fluorinated L-valine-derived
triazolylidene NHC catalyzes the Stetter reaction between picolinaldehyde and (-
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nitrovinyl)cyclohexane to provide the corresponding enantioenriched -nitroketone in 95% yield
and 95% ee. However, benzaldehyde entirely fails to participate under these conditions. The
reasons for this are still unknown. The fact that very weakly-basic pyrazine carboxaldehyde and
furfural participate equally well to picolinaldehyde suggests that the heteroatom’s role is not
simply that of a proximal Lewis base.

Figure 4.5 AutoTS-generated free energy diagram for picolinaldehyde vs. benzaldehyde.

Thus, AutoTS was employed to answer these questions. Free energies were calculated from
inputting known structures, with AutoTS automatically setting up calculations to find each
transition state while simultaneously handle stereochemistry (Figure 4.5). when the aldehyde is
picolinaldehyde, the G values for every calculated intermediate were unanimously lower than
those for benzaldehyde, which is in agreement with experimental findings that benzaldehyde is
not tolerated by the reaction conditions. Excluding the G‡ for Breslow intermediate formation
(dashed line), the rate-limiting step for both substrates is calculated to be nucleophilic addition of
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the Breslow intermediate into the nitroalkene. With these free energy profiles in hand, the next
task was for AutoTS to independently generate an entirely de novo catalyst to make the asymmetric
nitroalkene Stetter reaction with benzaldehyde energetically achievable.
More broadly, a fundamental, philosophical reason for sustained excitement for NHC
catalysis is the seemingly unshakeable lack of generality. Why is it that almost any aldehyde can
be used as substrate in the Stetter reaction, yet only specific classes of Michael acceptors work?
Why is it that well-matched steric and electronic descriptors for aldehydes and catalysts allows for
productive reactivity, while doing the same for Michael acceptors does not? Why, thus far, have
catalysts been only discovered empirically? The synthetic community needs a breakthrough to
bring these lessons together to product a truly general description for NHC reactivity. Doing so
would be transformational, and AutoTS is well-equipped to carry out the task.

4.2 Experimental Validation and Supplementation of AutoTS Data
As stated, the Stetter reaction of (hetero)aryl aldehydes with nitroalkenes was chosen as a
model reaction for AutoTS development. This reaction has very disparate levels of success
depending on the identity of the aldehyde (Figure 4.4), with picolinaldehyde smoothly reacting
with (-nitrovinyl)cyclohexane in 95% yield and 95% ee. However, subjecting benzaldehyde to
the same conditions produced no reaction. To assist is optimizing the accuracy of the AutoTS
predictions, more experimental had to be made available. Schrödinger requested yields and ee
values for a matrix of combinations of aldehyde, nitroalkene, and catalyst (Figure 4.6). All yield
entries that are starred in Figure 4.6 were previously undisclosed in the literature.
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Figure 4.6 Completed experimental Stetter datapoints.

Yields and ee values shown in Figure 4.6 that are not starred are those obtained during this study,
not the original reported values. Both benzylated and cis-iPr-F triazoliums were tested as catalysts
for the Stetter reaction involving either (-nitrovinyl)cyclohexane and -nitrostyrene as
electrophiles. Nucleophiles were benzaldehyde (blue) and picolinaldehyde (orange), as well as
additional 4-chlorobenzaldehyde and 4-bromobenzaldehyde. Across the board, -nitrostyrene was
intolerant of Stetter conditions. Benzaldehyde was, by all intents and purposes, an incompetent
nucleophile, though a trace amount of the benzaldehyde product with (-nitrovinyl)cyclohexane
was isolated in under 6% yield. This was fortunately enough material to characterize and for which
to obtain an ee, which was only 50%. This was intriguing, because this was the R enantiomer of
the reported S product produced from picolinaldehyde. This was the primary reason for testing 4chloro- and 4-bromobenzaldehydes, since their R Stetter adducts with (-nitrovinyl)cyclohexane
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are reported by Scheidt in 200626. We were pleased to see that the HPLC method and exact same
chiral stationary phase Scheidt and coworkers used to obtain their ee values was the same as ours,
so we could make direct comparisons to their HPLC traces to deduce which peaks corresponded
to which enantiomers. Since removal of the pyridyl nitrogen delivers a Stetter product with
opposite ee, we hypothesize a change in mechanism between these two aldehydes.
We were initially surprised to see that unlike parent benzaldehyde, the 4-Cl and 4-Brsubstituted benzaldehydes have improved reactivity with -(nitrovinyl)cyclohexane with higher
yields and improved ee values. We hypothesized that this could be due to the increased acidity of
the methine proton in the pre-Breslow relative to that of parent benzaldehyde. This should
accelerate the rate-limiting proton shift step leading to Breslow formation. It is also interesting that
the benzyl NHC outperformed the fluorinated isopropyl NHC for both 4-Cl and 4-Br
benzaldehydes. It was surprising given the superiority of the fluorinated triazolium in all other
cases. It is unclear whether this result is due to steric or electronic (or both) interactions between
the substituents on the triazolium backbone with the now biased 4-substituted arenes.
We devised two hypotheses as to why we observe inversion of ee between picolinaldehyde
and benzaldehyde, though they may be intertwined. The first hypothesis is that there may be
different major olefin geometries of the corresponding Breslow enols (E vs. Z). Hawkes and Yates
reported DFT calculations suggesting that the enolic OH preferentially sits under the azolium Naryl substituent if Ar=EWG due to stabilizing interactions between an O lone pair and the electrondeficient C6F522. However, in the report for this Stetter reaction, the Breslow enol OH is depicted
under the pyrrolidine5. It is not discussed why this is, but it may be due to an even stronger
favorable interaction between the Lewis basic pyridyl N lone pair and C6F5. If this is the case, then
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it stands to reason that opposite olefin geometries are favored respectively between the Breslow
intermediates of the two aldehydes in question.
The other hypothesis to explain this dichotomy is that the incoming nitroalkene could
approach from different orientations. It could approach either from the opposite enantiotopic
(diastereotopic) face of the Breslow intermediate, or simply by rotation about its own axis/flipping
its own enantioface. This is more challenging to rationalize, though is still crucial to consider.
Houk's calculations on this Stetter reaction (with picolinaldehyde) invoked several stabilizing
interactions that support enantiofacial (diastereofacial) discrimination by the nitroalkene favoring
the Si-face transition structure27. However, the very identity of the aldehyde as being
picolinaldehyde (as opposed to benzaldehyde or something else) is not factored into the
calculations or conclusions. Therefore, all we can say is that it is plausible for the nitroalkene to
approach the Breslow in different orientations on the basis of aldehyde identity; we cannot yet
justify why the different aldehyde identity would override or alter the stabilizing effects that have
been established.
It is important to note, though, that the two hypotheses may not be mutually exclusive.
Instead, they could be intimately connected, in that Breslow intermediate geometry may impact
the orientation of the incoming nitroalkene. This phenomenon was investigated in NHC-catalyzed
asymmetric homoenolate additions of enals to nitroalkenes28.

4.3 Investigation of Unanticipated Chemo- and Stereodivergence
The yields and ee values obtained provided crucial datapoints against which the AutoTS
developers could reconcile their theoretical predictions. However, the more complete a picture we
could provide them, the higher the accuracy and integrity of their predictions.
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Figure 4.7 Other NHC-catalyzed reactions with quasi-identical conditions.

With that said, we needed a stronger understanding of the reasons for the indiscriminate reactivity
of different aldehydes and nitroalkenes. The conditions we were using were also used for the
single-electron reductive coupling/dimerization of nitrostyrenes using NHCs29. Chi's conditions
are extremely similar to ours: 10 mol% NHC (similar, achiral triazolium), iPr2NEt as base, MeOH
solvent, at 0 °C (Figure 4.7). Indeed, examination of the crude 1H NMR spectrum coupling nitrostyrene with both picolinaldehyde and benzaldehyde contained nitrostyrene reductive
dimerization. We also observed methyl picolinate and methyl benzoate, which are concomitant
oxidation byproducts in their respective reactions. Our triazoliums of interest form electron-rich
Breslow intermediates that are well-matched electronically with nitrostyrene, undergoing
spontaneous single-electron charge transfer. More electron-deficient, less reducing NHCs may
slow this pathway down, since Breslow intermediate oxidation is facile. This cycle is illustrated in
Figure 4.829-31. Chi did make a point to discuss the reductive dimerization vs. Stetter mechanistic
bifurcation. When trying to dimerize -alkyl nitroalkenes, they primarily saw Stetter product, not
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dimer. This makes sense given the more difficult single electron reduction these species vs.
nitrostyrene. Either way, their findings are consistent with our own.

Figure 4.8 Radical mechanism for reductive dimerization of -nitrostyrene with NHCs.

Reporting this side reaction seemingly rescued the AutoTS team from a predicament in
which their computational results disagreed with experimental results regarding the relative
reactivities of the nitroalkenes. Their calculations did not take the possibility of reductive coupling
into account, as their predictions of reactivity in the Stetter reaction were based on barrier heights
along pathways leading to Stetter reaction products only, with the exception of the benzoin reaction
in some cases.
In order to suppress dimerization when using -nitrostyrene, simple changes to the reaction
conditions could be made. A starting point would be to use a stronger base than iPr2NEt and a less
polar, aprotic solvent. These are suggested because they reflect the conditions used by Fuchs and
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Zeitler in 2017 (Figure 4.7)32. They reported a successful, albeit not asymmetric, Stetter reaction
between picolinaldehyde and -nitrostyrene using K2CO3 as a base and Et2O as solvent. They also
saw an enone side product (elimination of HNO2 from the Stetter product) and the product of an
additional Stetter reaction onto that enone (over-reaction). This prompted us to search our own
reactions for the same.

Figure 4.9 Product distributions from Stetter reaction conditions with -nitrostyrene.

With this additional insight, we sought to obtain a more complete picture of the product
distributions of picolinaldehyde with -nitrostyrene and benzaldehyde with -nitrostyrene. First,
it is important to note that the starting aldehydes, in both cases, are fully consumed. This means
that they are competent to engage with the other substrates in the reaction by some means that
simply more favorable than the Stetter reaction (Figure 4.9). Picolinaldehyde with -nitrostyrene
does not produce the tail-to-tail reduced nitrostyrene dimer any more readily than it does the Stetter
product. It is clear though that some Stetter product is unaccounted for, because it over-reacted via
the HNO2 elimination-Stetter cascade as seen in the Zeitler example shown in Figure 4.7. There
is, however, -pyridoin in 7% yield, as well as 42% 2,2’-pyridil. It is unclear how or why oxidized
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pyridyl is formed, unless some radical dimerization does occur and the methyl ester byproduct
undergoes nucleophilic attack by a Breslow intermediate. Reactivity is overall much lower for
benzaldehyde, with only a 2% yield of reductive nitrostyrene dimerization and 5% yield of
benzoin. Again, this reactivity could be obviated by using conditions more closely resembling
those reported by Zeitler in 2017.

Figure 4.10 Probing 2,2’-pyridoin and benzoin as reversibly-formed kinetic products.

We also wanted to investigate the presence of benzoin in the reactions with -nitrostyrene
2 at 2 hours, but presumably not at 24 hours of reaction time (Figure 4.10). We hypothesized that
2,2’-pyridoin or benzoin are off-cycles products that can reversibly re-enter the catalytic cycle
towards reductive dimerization. Upon reversible re-entry, an equivalent of benzaldehyde and
Breslow intermediate would be re-revealed, becoming available to serve as the requisite reductant
of nitrostyrene. Overall, this would mean that benzoin is the kinetic product and nitrostyrene
dimerization the thermodynamic product. To test this, I subjected 2,2’-pyridoin or benzoin and
nitrostyrene (1:2 stoichiometric ratio, respectively) to the reaction conditions, probing
consumption of benzoin and formation of nitrostyrene dimer. 2,2’-pyridoin was unable to be
reversibly disassembled to picolinaldehyde starting material, but benzoin was able to do so towards
benzaldehyde. In the latter case, nitrostyrene reductive dimerization was observed in 7% yield,
consistent with benzoin formation being fast but reversible in this case. The question that still
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remains though is why these pathways are preferable over the Stetter reaction. Of course, it is
plausible that single electron charge-transfer between nitrostyrene and Breslow intermediate(s) is
spontaneous and fast enough to outcompete more canonical ionic activity by the Breslow
intermediate. However, the presence of benzoin makes this confusing because it invokes Breslow
nucleophilicity.

4.4 Synthesis of Novel de novo Fluorinated Thiazolium
Knowing that benzaldehyde inexplicably failed to engage in Stetter reactivity, AutoTS was
tasked with devising different or new azoliums to make it successful.

Figure 4.11 AutoTS catalyst generation and catalyst G‡C-C values.

Figure 4.11 shows 10 catalysts, including both known and never-before-made azoliums. Note that
Catalyst 2 is the optimal, heavily-studied cis-iPr-F triazolium that works well in catalyzing the
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corresponding Stetter reaction with picolinaldehyde. The G‡C-C for this catalyst with benzaldehyde was
calculated to be 30.6 kcal/mol; a rather steep barrier for the presumed rate-limiting step, knowing that that
barrier with picolinaldehyde was only 23.8 kcal/mol (Figure 4.5). The striking datapoint in Figure 4.11

is Catalyst 10, with a G‡C-C of only 24.3 kcal/mol. This is on par with the G‡C-C of Catalyst 2 with
picolinaldehyde, meaning that Catalyst 10 may be the key to unlocking this otherwise energetically
prohibitive reaction. Furthermore, if Catalyst 10 succeeds experimentally in performing the benzaldehyde
Stetter, it immediately sets the stage for predicting suitable catalysts for more reactions.

Figure 4.12 Free energy diagram of Catalyst 10 catalyzing nitroalkene Stetter reaction for
benzaldehyde.

The free energy diagram for the benzaldehyde-nitroalkene Stetter reaction shows a uniformly
lower barrier by Catalyst 10 than Catalyst 2 (Figure 4.12). Thus, we set out to devise and carry
out the synthesis of novel Catalyst 10 for experimental validation.
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Before beginning the synthesis of Catalyst 10, we wanted to investigate some of the
established differences in chemical characteristics among different azoliums. With triazoliums
being among the most frequently-used NHC precursors, it was worth investigating how
thiazoliums compare (Figure 4.13).

Figure 4.13 C-H acidities of azoliums; relative nucleophilicities of azolylidenes and
Breslow intermediates.

Part A illustrates a range of calculated C-H acidities (pKa in H2O) of various azoliums7, and what
is seen as a trend of increasing C-H acidity from imidazoliniums and imidazoliums to triazoliums
and thiazoliums. These trends are consistent with those found for N-unsubstituted parent azoles.
The N-substituent plays a dramatic effect as well, which is a primary explanation for the frequent
use of pentafluorophenyl-N substituted azoliums. Part B highlights an experimental evaluation of
NHC nucleophilicities, with triazolinylidenes, imidazolylidenes, and imidazolinylidenes adding
into quinone methides33. The imidazolinylidene was shown to have nucleophilicity 3 orders of
magnitude higher than that of triazolinylidene, and likely similarly to triazolinylidenes as well if a
direct analogy were made to Part A. Part C illustrates experimental nucleophilicities of Omethylated Breslow intermediates derived from various azoliums attacking benzhydryliums34. The
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triazolinylidene shown is 3 orders of magnitude less nucleophilic than benzimidazolium- and
thiazolium-derived Breslow intermediates, only outcompeted by poorly nucleophilic
benzthiazolium. It seems that overall, thiazoliums are relatively strong carbon acids—as they are
on par with electron-deficient N-C6F5-substituted triazoliums and produce more strongly
nucleophilic Breslow intermediates than triazoliums.

Figure 4.14 Methods for thiazolium synthesis.

We next evaluated the primary pre-existing methods for thiazolium syntheses (Figure
4.14). Sections A through C show methods for synthesizing thiazoliums that are not N-linked
bicycles. Sheehan synthesized chiral thiazolium by condensing R--benzethylamine with
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potassium dithioformate to yield a thioformamide intermediate, which could then react with
chloroacetone, then fluoroboric acid, to yield a chiral thiazolium in 78 yield35. For use a ligand in
Ru-catalyzed olefin metathesis, Grubbs synthesized a simple N-mesityl thiazolium through Nformylation, followed by reaction with phosphorus pentasulfide and 3-chloro-2-butanone36. The
same year, Glorius disclosed the synthesis of a bicyclic thiazolium that begins similarly to
Sheehan’s synthesis. Glorius begins with mesitylamine and condenses it with sodium thioformate
(from NaOH and carbon disulfide), which is then reacted with 2-bromocycloheptanone. This
formed the corresponding dithiocarbamate, which was then treated with H2O2 in acetic acid,
furnishing the thiazolium37.
Unique from examples A, B, and C is example D from Leeper from 199738. Leeper
synthesized N-fused dihydropyrrolothiazoliums, which are similar to Catalyst 10 both skeletally
and by virtue of its chirality. Part D shows the routes to two different thiazoliums beginning from
4-chloromethylthiazole. One route, involve nucleophilic addition by a deprotonated -ketoester
and subsequent decarboxylation, followed by asymmetric reduction, mesylation, and
condensation. The other strategy began with a Wittig olefination of O-O acetonide-protected Rglyceraldehyde, reduction with diimide, hydrolysis, TBDMS protection, and Mosher ester
synthesis gave the other thiazolium. We were hopeful that this method could be blueprint for a
new, modernized synthesis of Catalyst 10, but unfortunately none of these methods are applicable.
Pre-existing thiazolium syntheses would not be amenable to the asymmetric demand of the F atom
off the dihydropyrrole moiety, nor the CF3 unit on the thiazolium moiety. A novel synthesis was
required.
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Figure 4.15 Retrosynthesis for Catalyst 10.

To that end, we designed a modular, convergent synthesis for Catalyst 10 based on wellprecedented reactions (Figure 4.15). The retrosynthesis for Catalyst 10 is as follows: Catalyst 10
would be forged by oxidation of a thiazoline with a triphenylcarbenium (trityl) salt, much like
how triazoliums are synthesized from corresponding triazolines39. The thiazoline is formed by a
1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of an amidate of -lactam “N fragment”—the dipolarophile—with a
thiocarbonyl ylide “S fragment” generated thermally in situ from the corresponding sulfoxide.
The synthesis of the N fragment is directly precedented, and we synthesized it exactly as
described in the literature

5, 40-42

. This procedure produces chiral -lactam “N fragment” by

hydrogenation of the corresponding 3-pyrroline-2-one, which is synthesized by cyclization of an
asymmetric -aminoenoate, stemming from the Horner-Wadsworth-Emmons (HWE) olefination
of N-Boc L-valinal (from amino acid L-valine).
If the S fragment does not contain a CF3 group (bis(trimethylsilylmethyl)sulfide), it is
merely formed by reacting chlorotrimethylsilane with sodium disulfide43. For proper Catalyst 10
with appended and appended CF3, the unsymmetrical thioether is formed by simple etherification
of the (trimethylsilylmethyl)thiol and silylated-trifluoromethylated bromide. The thiol is
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straightforward to synthesize by heating chlorotrimethylsilane with thiourea44. The halide is
formed from the reduction and subsequent Appel reaction of silyl trifluoromethyl ketone. The
ketone is synthesized by electrophilic fluorination of difluorinated enol ether, which is the product
of the retro-Brook reaction of 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol45-46.

Figure 4.16 Rationale for regioselectivity in 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of unsymmetrical
trifluoromethylated thioether.

The desired regiochemical outcome of the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of the unsymmetrical,
CF3-containing thiocarbonyl ylide is fortunately highly justifiable and expected. The canonical
partial positive charge on the iminium is, of course, on the electrophilic carbon atom. The CF3containing thiocarbonyl ylide meanwhile can adopt one of two dipole moments through resonance.
With the CF3-group imposing a strong inductively withdrawing effect on the ylide, it should have
far higher electron density in the  system on the CF3-bound methylene. When aligning the
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inherent dipole of the amidate with the preferred electronic structure of the thiocarbonyl ylide, the
cycloadduct should be regiochemically correct (Figure 4.16).

Figure 4.17 Key precedents for Catalyst 10 synthesis.

The most critical bond-formation reaction in this synthesis is undoubtedly the 1,3-dipolar
cycloaddition of the N fragment and S fragment. However, no direct precedent for this exists.
Rather, precedent for formation of an electrophilic amidate using a trialkyloxonium salt (often
trimethyloxonium tetrafluoroborate or triethyloxonium teterafluoroborate)—Meerwein’s salt4749

—en route to triazoliums5,

40

. The thiocarbonyl ylide S fragment is also independently

precedented. It is generated under high pressure or thermally (high pressure gives superior yields)
from a bis(trialkylsilylmethyl)sulfoxide via a Sila-Pummerer rearrangement50-53. The thiocarbonyl
ylides are precedented to engage enones as dipolarophiles (Figure 4.17)43, 54.
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In a vacuum, the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition seems highly plausible. Taken independently,
amidates are known to be electrophilic, much like enones; thiocarbonyl ylides are known to engage
p electrophiles like enones, but not yet amidates. We set out to combine these two systems to
together form the key thiazoline, poised for hydride abstraction by a trityl salt to deliver Catalyst
10.

Figure 4.18 N fragment forward synthesis.

As mentioned previously, synthesis of the N fragment is entirely precedented out of the
Rovis lab, so we simply followed the published protocol. L-valine methyl ester was N-protected
with di-tert-butyl-dicarbonate (Boc2O) (97% yield) and the ester reduced with LiAlH4 (95% yield).
The N-Boc aminol was reoxidized to the aldehyde with 2-iodoxybenzoic acid (IBX), then
immediately subjected to HWE conditions. The resulting -fluoroenone, produced in 62% yield
over two steps, underwent Boc deprotection with trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), followed by
immediate base-mediated cyclization to give vinyl-fluoro 3-pyrroline-2-one in 63% yield. Finally,
this material was hydrogenated over 10% palladium on activated carbon (Pd/C) to quantitatively
yield the cis-disubstituted N fragment (Figure 4.18).
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The synthesis of the S fragment varied depending on its substitution pattern (Figure 4.19).
If the thioether is symmetrical and unsubstituted other than the two mandatory silanes (necessary
for the Sila-Pummerer reaction), then it can be synthesized in a single step from the
chlorotrialkylsilane and disodium sulfide heated overnight. This provides the thioether in
extremely high yield, and tolerates both TMS and dimethylphenylsilane (DMPS).

Figure 4.19 Forward synthesis for symmetrical thioether and first forward step for
unsymmetrical thioethers.

On the other hand, for synthesis of the target trifluoromethylated thiazolium via this
strategy, the thioether must be unsymmetrical, bearing a CF3 group on one side. The synthesis of
this compound is considerably more laborious, but certainly feasible. The first step of this sequence
is also illustrated in Figure 4.19, in which the common solvent 2,2,2-trifluroethanol (TFE)
undergoes a retro-Brook rearrangement and silylation sequence to furnish the gem-difluoro silyl
enol ether product in 14% yield. If the retro-Brook rearrangement is attempted with TMS instead
of DMPS, the reaction consistently failed. When performing the retro-Brook step with heavier and
more easily-tractable DMPS, the product could be isolated cleanly without issue.
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Figure 4.20 Forward synthesis of unsymmetrical thioethers from retro-Brook
rearrangement product.

From the gem-difluoro silyl enol ether, simple electrophilic fluorination with Selectfluor
forms silyl-trifluoromethyl ketone in 30% yield (Figure 4.20). Reduction to the alcohol and
subsequent Appel reaction deliver the corresponding alkyl bromide. At this point, the Appel
reaction has not yet been sufficiently tested among the plethora of possible conditions, with the
yield of the first run being very low. The triphenylphosphite and N-bromosuccinimide (NBS)
conditions were chosen because of precedence using these conditions on highly electron-deficient
-trifluoromethyl alcohols55. As an alternative to the Appel reaction, triflation or mesylation of
the alcohol could certainly be pursued.
Also depicted in Figure 4.19 is the synthesis of (trimethylsilanemethane)thiol from thiourea
and chlorotrimethylsilane (67% yield). The thiol can be then used in a thio-Williamson ether
synthesis. More alkyl bromide needs to be synthesized as of present, such that this substitution
reaction can be completed with an operationally reasonable amount of material.
The CF3 group was chosen for installation on the electrophile instead of the thiol to enhance
the electrophilicity of the alkyl halide. Should it have been appended to the thiol, it would
inductively deactivate the thiol, impeding nucleophilic attack.
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Figure 4.21 Thiazoline construction through 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition.

With both the N and (symmetrical) S fragments in hand, we could proceed with the 1,3dipolar cycloaddition step (Figure 4.21). This required first reacting the -lactam with Meerwein’s
reagent at room temperature to form the methylated amidate salt. Meanwhile, mCPBA-mediated
oxidation of the thioether to the sulfoxide was carried out. Once prepared, both intermediates were
immediately used for the cycloaddition step, as neither are particularly stable. In N, N’dimethylpropyleneurea (DMPU) while heating, the two intermediates were combined. The product
isolated was extremely pure by NMR, and at the time were confident in our structural assignment
to the thiazoline.
The first indication that our structure may be incorrect was the failure of the final oxidation
aromatization by trityl cation hydride abstraction (Figure 4.22). This should a trivial, facile step.
It works flawlessly for analogous triazoliums39. Just like those structures, hydride abstraction from
the thiazoline should be thermodynamically downhill due to the product being aromatic. Even with
relatively forcing conditions of high heat, excess trityl salt, and extended reaction times, there was
no conversion of the material.
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Figure 4.22 Indicator for structural reassignment.

Closer examination of the NMR spectra revealed anomalies that are inconsistent with the
thiazoline. The presence of a carbonyl peak in the 13C NMR spectrum and the TMS peaks in the
1

H NMR spectrum were, perhaps, not impurities as originally assumed. Further detailed

characterization of the compound led us to conclude that the symbolically-obscured product in
Figure 4.23 was the correct structure. This structure could arise from the Sila-Pummerer reaction
failing to product the thiocarbonyl ylide, and instead attacking the amidate similarly to how an
enolate would. Unfortunately, high resolution mass spectroscopy (HRMS) was made things even
more mystifying, with the major ion (ESI+) being 355.1944 m/z. This is 78 g/mol higher than the
molecular weight of the hypothesized interrupted Sila-Pummerer product, and we have
unsuccessfully assigned this molecular weight to a structure that agrees with NMR analysis.

Figure 4.23 Hypothesized interrupted Sila-Pummerer product.
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Based on the idea that the -imidosulfoxide arose from an interrupted Sila-Pummerer
sequence, we further hypothesized that we could resume the reaction by providing the compound
with reagents necessary to do so (Figure 4.24). We expected this to yield the silylated thiazoline,
which could undergo facile TBAF removal of the silyl group and final oxidative aromatization.
Instead, detailed NMR analysis revealed what unexpectedly appeared to be the thiazoline precursor
to Catalyst 10. While the NMR characterization data suggested the trifluoromethylated thiazoline
was formed, we have yet to devise a mechanistic rationalization for its formation. The NMR
spectrum was taken of the crude reaction mixture following concentration in vacuo and is very
cleanly only a single product. The NMR characterization of this “resumed Pummerer” intermediate
appeared well-matched to the CF3-containing thiazolium (or potentially the oxazolium). The only
potential CF3 sources in the reaction mixture are TFA and TFAA, both of which were added in 5
equivalents relative to the starting material. Given the instability of the “Pummerer” product at
room temperature, we were unable to more thoroughly characterize it by X-ray crystallography or
HRMS. GC-MS analysis was inconclusive. Decomposition was visually identified as the white
solid product liquified. Ultimately, its instability also raised doubt about the assigned structure.

Figure 4.24 Resumed Pummerer reaction.
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While analyzing the spectral data for the proposed trifluoromethylated thiazoline, we
successfully obtained crystals of the presumed interrupted Sila-Pummerer product. We obtained a
crystal structure of the compound by single crystal X-ray diffraction (SCXD), revealing a
constitutional isomer of the interrupted Sila-Pummerer product that would produce a practically
identical set of NMR spectra, making deciphering between the two difficult (Figure 4.25).

Figure 4.25 Single crystal X-ray structure of hypothesized interrupted Pummerer
product.

This N-linked linear thioether is fortunately still on-target for the synthesis of the target thiazolium.
The remaining reaction sequence must be slightly modified accordingly, though proposed next
steps are still reasonably straightforward. TBAF removal of the silyl group should produce an thio carbanion, which could undergo 5-exo-trig cyclization into the amide. The efficiency of this
process could potentially be improved by re-formation of the amidate with Meerwein’s salt in
order to increase the innate electrophilicity of the carbon center. Either way, we propose that
treatment with acid could finally furnish the thiazoline. Care should be taken in the acid-catalyzed
elimination of the alcohol leaving group, such that regioselective elimination occurs from within
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the thiazoline ring, not from the stereoenriched pyrrolidine ring. If elimination from the pyrrolidine
side occurs, this would destroy the C-F stereocenter, though this may plausibly be fixed by
hydrogenation to revive the cis configuration with the isopropyl group. If that happens, though, it
will be far more challenging to aromatize the thiazolium ring. Once the thiazoline is established,
the originally-proposed trityl cation hydride abstraction step should finally be successful, yielding
a thiazolium suitable for testing the theoretical calculations by AutoTS.
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Appendix I: Supplementary Data for Chapter 2
Materials and Methods: Microbiology
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Bioluminescent bacterial strains Photobacterium kishitanii ckamo.1.1, Photobacterium
kishitanii calba.1.1, and Photobacterium angustum GB-1 were provided on agar slants by
Professor Paul Dunlap at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI. Ingredients for LSW-70
media purchased through Fisher Scientific, including Difco™ tryptone (enzymatic digest of
casein), Difco™ yeast extract (water-soluble extract of autolyzed yeast cells), all chloride and
phosphate salts, glycerol, DMSO, and agar.
Biochemical instrumentation was provided by the Precision Biomolecular Characterization
Facility (PBCF) at Columbia University. Instruments used through PBCF were autoclaves,
Sorvall™ high-speed desktop centrifuge, New Brunswick™ Innova 43® incubator shakers, desktop
pH meter, and cell density meter.
Preparation of 2X Artificial Seawater
Recipe makes 2 L; use 350 mL of this per liter of growth medium (LSW-70), to give 70% seawater.
1. In a 2 L volumetric flask (or other 2 L container), add 1 L of deionized water (does not have to
be high quality, can be house deionized or distilled water). Add to that 70.2 g NaCl and 3.0 g
KCl. Mix with stir bar on a stir plate.
2. To a 400 mL beaker (with stir bar on a stir late), add ~ 200 mL deionized water and 49.4 g
MgSO4•7H2O. Stir well to completely dissolve.
3. To another 400 mL beaker (with stir bar on a stir plate), add ~ 200 ml deionized water and 5.8
g CaCl2•2H2O. Stir well to completely dissolve.
4. Slowly, with good stirring, add the MgSO4 solution to flask with NaCl and KCl.
5. Slowly, with good stirring, add the CaCl2 solution to the flask with NaCl, KCl, and MgSO4.
6. Fill flask to 2 L with deionized water.
7. Stir for 30 to 60 minutes. Can be kept long term at room temperature in sterile container.
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Preparation of LSW-70 Medium and Agar Plates
(Per liter): For broth -- 350 mL of 2X artificial seawater, 650 ml of Milli-Q® ultrapure
water, 5 g yeast extract, 10 g tryptone. Mix well, dispense into bottles (autoclave or use as follows
for solid medium). For solid medium (agar plates) -- use 20 g agar per liter (for each 100 mL,
enough for four plates, place 2.0 g agar in bottle, add 100 mL of broth), autoclave, cool to 55 °C,
pour plates.
Preparation of 2X Deep Freeze Medium (DFM)
Recipe makes 100 mL; sufficient for storing 200 strains.
1. Prepare 1 M solutions (~ 100 mL each) of K2HPO4 and NaH2PO4.
2. Titrate with pH meter ~ 50 mL of the 1M K2HPO4 solution by slowing adding the NaH2PO4
solution until the pH reaches 7.0. The titrated pH 7.0 solution is 1M K2HPO4/NaH2PO4. (This
solution can be stored as is at 4 °C for up to a month. Or, it can be sterilized by autoclaving or
filtration for longer term storage.)
3. Mix in a 100 mL volumetric flask (or other 100 mL container):
a. 20 mL of the 1 M pH 7.0 K2HPO4/NaH2PO4 solution.
b. 1 g yeast extract
c. 10 mL dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)
d. 10 mL glycerol (glycerol is hard to pipette accurately; better is to make up an 80% solution
of glycerol ahead of time and use 12.5 mL of it here)
e. Sufficient deionized water to bring the solution to 100 mL total volume.
4. Filter sterilize (do not autoclave) using a 0.22 m pore-size filter apparatus.
5. Store frozen (-20 °C). (Typically recommended to store this in smaller aliquots of 25 mL or 50
mL in order to thaw out smaller amounts as needed)
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Procedure for Cell Culturing in Broth and on Plates
Streak a plate of LSW-70 from one vial for each of the three strains. Incubate plate(s)
overnight for isolated colonies at temperatures no higher than 25 °C (20-23 °C is optimal). Then,
the following day or the day after (depending on incubation temperature), take the plates into a
dark space (closet or photographic dark room), allow eyes to dark adapt, and then look at the plates.
Use a magic marker to circle, on the bottom of the plate, two or three colonies that are well
separated and that are very bright.
Pour desired volume of LSW-70 broth into an Erlenmeyer Flask Abiding by sterile
technique (70% aq. iPrOH sterilized benchtop and gloves, Bunsen Burner aflame). Using larger
volume of broth slows down rate of OD600 increase. Use a sterile loop to pick chosen colony (or
colonies for multiple parallel Erlenmeyer flasks) and inoculate broth. Cover Erlenmeyer flasks
with aluminum foil and incubate in shaker at 20 °C, 200 rpm overnight. The following morning,
obtain OD600 readings. OD600 1.0-1.2 is considered healthy and viable. OD600 1.2-1.5 are often at
peak bioluminescence output, but will deplete available nutrients in time. OD600 over 1.5 signifies
overgrowth and cells should be incubated in fresh broth. Streak LSW-70 plate(s) or inoculate new
broth as desired.
Procedure for -80 °C Sample Storage
To store a strain, grow it up in a few mL of LSW-70 broth with aeration overnight. Then
mix 0.5 mL of the overnight culture with 0.5 mL of the 2X DFM (thawed and mixed well at room
temperature) in a cryo vial, vortex briefly, let stand five minutes, then freeze. To freeze strains, it
is recommended to use a cryo-freezer jar (Thermo Scientific™ Mr. Frosty™ Freezing Container)
containing isopropanol at room temperature. Once the tubes are in the jar and five minutes has
elapsed, place the jar at the bottom of the -80 °C freezer. This system cools at approximately -1 °C
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per minute, optimal for bacterial survival. The next day, transfer the vials to a standard cardboard
box in the -80 °C freezer and store the cryo-freezer jar at room temperature for future use.
Procedure for Bacterial Immobilization
Photobacterium incubated shaking overnight were centrifuged in Falcon tubes (50 mL volume
into each) at 4 °C to form a pellet. The supernatant was removed gently as to not disturb pellet.
The pellets were gently resuspended in saline solution (2.5% NaCl + 0.11% KCl with or without
1% glycerol), approximately 10, and centrifuged again to remove any final media (this step is
optional). If desired, the wash step can be skipped and immobilization can begin. In that case, add
1 or 2 mL of the saline resuspension solution and gently disturb the cells with a pipette. To this,
add 16 mL 2.4% sodium alginate solution using a pipetter. Using the pipetter, mix the resuspended
cells with the alginate solution until homogeneous. Once homogeneous, take up the solution in a
large syringe and equip with needle with diameter matched to desired size of microcapsule.
Slowly, drop by drop, drop the alginate-cell mixture into a stirring solution of 0.31 M aq. SrCl2.
Once desired amount of microcapsules are made, allow them to stir in the SrCl2 solution for about
30 minutes to allow best structural integrity to be established. At that point, filter the hydrogels
out by decanting through a mesh strainer and rinse. Use the hydrogels for a reaction or they can be
stored in storage media (10 g/L NaCl, 0.427 g/L KCl, 10 g/L tryptone, 5 g/L yeast extract.
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Left: Homogenized sodium alginate-cell solution prior to addition to crosslinking aq. SrCl2
solution. Right: Freshly prepared SrAlg microcapsules in a mesh sieve after filtration.
Materials and Methods: Chemistry
All reactions were performed in oven-dried glassware and carried out under ambient air
unless otherwise noted. Reactions catalyzed by standard Kessil lamps were run in 1.0 dram vials
equipped with a stir bar, fitted with Teflon caps pierced with 3 20-gauge needles. In those cases,
reactions were irradiated with PR-160 Kessil 40W LED lamps placed approximately 5 cm from
reaction vials unless otherwise noted. Reactions ran with bioluminescent bacteria separated by
glass were run in a test tube suspended in autoclave-sterilized Erlenmeyer flask containing
bioluminescent bacteria. Reactions ran with bioluminescent bacteria in the same solution free or
immobilized were ran in cleaned, flame-dried round bottom flask equipped with a magnetic stir
bar.
All column chromatography was performed using general flash techniques on SiliCycle®
SilicaFlash® P60, 40-63 μm 60 Å. Thin layer chromatography was performed on SiliCycle® 250
μm 60 Å plates. Visualization was accomplished with 254 nm UV light, KMnO4 stain, Cerium
Ammonium Molybdate stain, or I2. NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker 400 and 500 MHz
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spectrometers at ambient temperature. Chemical shifts (δ) are reported in parts per million (ppm)
from CDCl3 (1H: 7.26 ppm, 13C: 77.16 ppm) with multiplicity (s = singlet, bs = broad singlet, d =
doublet, t = triplet, q = quartet, and m = multiplet) and coupling constants (in Hz). Mass spectra
were recorded on an Agilent 6130 Quadrupole LC/MS. All yields for prospecting reactivity were
determined by 1NMR using internal standard.
Bioluminescence spectra were obtained on Perkin Elmer LS-55 Fluorometer. Absorption
spectra were obtained on an Agilent Technologies Cary 60 UV-Vis spectrophotometer.
TEM microscopy was performed with the Columbia Nano Initiative Electron Microscopy
Facility using an FEI Talos F200X TEM instrument with a maximum accelerating voltage of 200
kV, constant power A-TWIN objective lens and X-FEG field emission source, operated with a
Ceta 16 Mpixel CMOS camera.
Commercial reagents and anhydrous solvents were purchased from Millipore-Sigma, TCI,
Alfa-Aesar, and Acros Organics.
Procedure for Glass-Separated Reactions
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To a clean test tube equipped with a magnetic stir bar was added all reagents and solvent for given
photocatalytic reaction. A physical stopper was placed on the top of the test tube to suspend it in
an Erlenmeyer flask without cutting off air circulation to Erlenmeyer flask interior. A nitril glove
is sufficient. In the Erlenmeyer flask was added a clean, large magnetic stir bar and
Photobacterium cell culture. The test tube was lowered into the cell culture and the contraption
was placed on a stir plate and stirred vigorously to stir both the reaction and to keep the bacteria
constantly aerated. Reaction yields for those shown in Figure 2.6 were obtained by 1H NMR
against 1,3,5-trimethoxybenzene internal standard but not isolated due to low yields.
Procedure for Immobilized Bacteria Reactions
Immobilized bacterial hydrogels were prepared as described in the materials and methods: biology
section. To a clean round bottom flask equipped with a stir bar was added the reaction components
as described by the authors in the original publication. Reaction must be scaled up sufficiently to
run in a round-bottomed flask as opposed to 1.0 dram vial. To the reaction mixture was added
bioluminescent hydrogels by spatula or through a funnel. The reactions were allowed to stir for
the designated reaction time, or as long as bioluminescent microcapsules remained active. Fresh,
supplemental hydrogels can be added to the reaction as needed should they begin going dim. Upon
judged completion of the reaction, the contents of the reaction were decanted into a separatory
funnel through a cotton-plugged funnel. The microcapsules were rinsed with organic solvent of
choice 3x to extract any adsorbed compounds, and the combined organic layer was extracted as
recommended by the source publication. The microcapsules were discarded in biohazard waste.
Synthesis and Characterization of Colloidal Ag-Au Nanoparticles
In three separate vials, add 6 mg HAuCl4 to 6 mL water, 1 mg AgNO3 to 1 mL water, and 30 mg
citrate to 3 mL water. Then, to 2 mL citrate solution, add 5 mL 0.1% HAuCl4 and 40 L 0.1%
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AgNO3. Bring the total volume of water to 10 mL by adding 2.96 mL water. Allow the solution to
incubate undisturbed for 10 min. Meanwhile, prepare boiling water and add 40 mL of the boiling
water to the incubated solution1-2.

Appendix II: Supplementary Data for Chapter 3
Materials and Methods
All reactions were performed in oven-dried glassware and carried out under ambient air
unless otherwise noted. Reactions were run in 1.0 dram vials fitted with Teflon caps pierced with
3 20-gauge needles. Reactions were irradiated with PR-160 Kessil 40W LED lamps placed
approximately 5 cm from reaction vials unless otherwise noted. All column chromatography was
performed using general flash techniques on SiliCycle® SilicaFlash® P60, 40-63 μm 60 Å. When
needed for challenging separations, Teledyne Isco CombiFlash equipped with CombiFlash gold
pre-packed columns (catalog No. 69-2203-344) equipped with an ELSD detector was used. Thin
layer chromatography was performed on SiliCycle® 250 μm 60 Å plates. Visualization was
accomplished with 254 nm UV light, KMnO4 stain, Cerium Ammonium Molybdate stain, or I2.
NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker 400 and 500 MHz spectrometers at ambient
temperature. Chemical shifts (δ) are reported in parts per million (ppm) from CDCl3 (1H: 7.26
ppm, 13C: 77.16 ppm) with multiplicity (s = singlet, bs = broad singlet, d = doublet, t = triplet, q =
quartet, and m = multiplet) and coupling constants (in Hz). Mass spectra were recorded on an
Agilent 7890B GC System 5977B MSD GCMS with an EI ionization method. Absorption spectra
were obtained on an Agilent Technologies Cary 60 UV-Vis spectrophotometer. Fluorimetry
spectra were obtained on Perkin Elmer LS-55. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) was
performed using a Waters 1515 isocratic HPLC pump with a 2990 photodiode array detector and 2414
refractive index detector. Samples were run in THF and the instrument calibrated with polystyrene
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(PS) standards of narrow dispersity. Commercial reagents and anhydrous solvents were purchased

from Millipore-Sigma, TCI, Alfa-Aesar, Acros Organics, and Spectrum Chemical Manufacturing
Corporation. All yields for reaction prospecting were determined by proton NMR using internal
standard or GC-MS with internal standard.
Experimental Procedures and Data
Photocatalytic Aerobic Deannulation of Cycloalkanes

To a flame or oven-dried 1.0 dram vial equipped with a magnetic stir bar was added anthraquinone
(10 mol%), N-hydroxyphthalimide (7 mol%), trisubstituted phosphine (1.1 equiv.), and anhydrous
DCE (0.05 M). Phenylcyclohexane was then pipetted into the mixture (1.0 equiv.) the reaction was
sealed with a Teflon septum cap, pierced with 3 18-gauge needles. The reaction subjected to 390
nm irradiation for 18 hours. Upon completion as judged by TLC or GC-MS, the reaction was
concentrated in vacuo. The residue was purified by flash column chromatography
(EtOAc/hexanes) to yield hexanophenone as a colorless semicrystalline solid. Yields will be
reported as function of reaction conditions, relative to 1 equiv. mesitylene internal standard on
GC-MS.
Hexanophenone (II.2): 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.02 – 7.95 (m, 2H), 7.61 – 7.53 (m, 1H),
7.52 – 7.42 (m, 2H), 3.04 – 2.93 (m, 2H), 1.84 – 1.67 (m, 2H), 1.43 – 1.34 (m, 4H), 1.03 – 0.86
(m, 3H).
GC-MS Data
Identification of compounds (National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) library):
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Typical GC-MS Readout Example

Screening Results (Counts from GC-MS integration)
AQ loading screen with and without NHPI
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lk_02_057A

mesitylene
3886410

phenylcyclohexane
1280202

hexanophenone
583020

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.329404772
hexanophenone/mes
0.150015052

actual/1:1
0.296552682
actual/1:1
0.157946785

conversion
70.34%
yield
15.79%

lk_02_057B

mesitylene
5012641

phenylcyclohexane
2643968

hexanophenone
730325

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.527460075
hexanophenone/mes
0.14569665

actual/1:1
0.474855599
actual/1:1
0.153400056

conversion
52.51%
yield
15.34%

lk_02_057C

mesitylene
4947780

phenylcyclohexane
2693136

hexanophenone
368121

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.544311994
hexanophenone/mes
0.074401247

actual/1:1
0.490026848
actual/1:1
0.078335057

conversion
51.00%
yield
7.83%

lk_02_057D

mesitylene
5504650

phenylcyclohexane
5070949

hexanophenone
108014

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.921211884
hexanophenone/mes
0.019622319

actual/1:1
0.82933788
actual/1:1
0.020659808

conversion
17.07%
yield
2.07%

lk_02_057E

mesitylene
5282106

phenylcyclohexane
8874526

hexanophenone
21354

phenylcyclohexane/mes
1.680111304
hexanophenone/mes
0.004042706

actual/1:1
1.51255099
actual/1:1
0.004256455

conversion
-51.26%
yield
0.43%

lk_02_058A

mesitylene
3922660

phenylcyclohexane
1726990

hexanophenone
440535

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.440259926
hexanophenone/mes
0.11230517

actual/1:1
0.396352066
actual/1:1
0.118243072

conversion
60.36%
yield
11.82%

lk_02_058B

mesitylene
4862561

phenylcyclohexane
3274564

hexanophenone
535796

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.673423737
hexanophenone/mes
0.110188026

actual/1:1
0.60626206
actual/1:1
0.116013988

conversion
39.37%
yield
11.60%

lk_02_058C

mesitylene
6307252

phenylcyclohexane
5097520

hexanophenone
518113

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.808199831
hexanophenone/mes
0.0821456

actual/1:1
0.727596708
actual/1:1
0.086488877

conversion
27.24%
yield
8.65%

lk_02_058D

mesitylene
5532174

phenylcyclohexane
5722405

hexanophenone
50095

phenylcyclohexane/mes
1.034386301
hexanophenone/mes
0.00905521

actual/1:1
0.931225223
actual/1:1
0.009533986

conversion
6.88%
yield
0.95%

lk_02_058E

mesitylene
5099968

phenylcyclohexane
6151624

hexanophenone
23977

phenylcyclohexane/mes
1.206208353
hexanophenone/mes
0.004701402

actual/1:1
1.085911173
actual/1:1
0.004949979

conversion
-8.59%
yield
0.49%

NHPI loading screen
lk_02_61A

mesitylene
66031

phenylcyclohexane
35739

hexanophenone
6988

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.541245778
hexanophenone/mes
0.10582908

actual/1:1
0.487266431
actual/1:1
0.111424572

conversion
51.27%
yield
11.14%

lk_02_61B

mesitylene
61744

phenylcyclohexane
34159

hexanophenone
4841

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.553235942
hexanophenone/mes
0.078404379

actual/1:1
0.498060795
actual/1:1
0.082549847

conversion
50.19%
yield
8.25%

lk_02_61C

mesitylene
76049

phenylcyclohexane
43786

hexanophenone
4506

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.575760365
hexanophenone/mes
0.059251272

actual/1:1
0.51833882
actual/1:1
0.062384059

conversion
48.17%
yield
6.24%

lk_02_61D

mesitylene
56417

phenylcyclohexane
26623

hexanophenone
4999

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.471896769
hexanophenone/mes
0.088608044

actual/1:1
0.424833714
actual/1:1
0.093293009

conversion
57.52%
yield
9.33%

lk_02_61E

mesitylene
58041

phenylcyclohexane
35691

hexanophenone
3964

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.614927379
hexanophenone/mes
0.068296549

actual/1:1
0.553599642
actual/1:1
0.071907586

conversion
44.64%
yield
7.19%

PIII Screen
lk_02_054A

mesitylene
20856354

phenylcyclohexane
15214584

hexanophenone
2407535

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.729493947
hexanophenone/mes
0.115434126

actual/1:1
0.656740294
actual/1:1
0.121537465

conversion
34.33%
yield
12.15%

lk_02_054B

mesitylene
22786211

phenylcyclohexane
18510463

hexanophenone
2731882

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.812353708
hexanophenone/mes
0.119891894

actual/1:1
0.731336312
op
0.126230928

conversion
26.87%
yield
12.62%

lk_02_054C

mesitylene
24040175

phenylcyclohexane
15935814

hexanophenone
2440630

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.662882612
hexanophenone/mes
0.101522971

actual/1:1
0.596772219
actual/1:1
0.106890787

conversion
40.32%
yield
10.69%
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lk_02_60A

mesitylene
1329961

phenylcyclohexane
1042302

hexanophenone
0

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.783708695
hexanophenone/mes
0

actual/1:1
0.705548115
actual/1:1
0

conversion
29.45%
yield
0.00%

lk_02_60B

mesitylene
324238

phenylcyclohexane
275758

hexanophenone
20413

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.850480203
hexanophenone/mes
0.06295684

actual/1:1
0.765660388
actual/1:1
0.066285552

conversion
23.43%
yield
6.63%

lk_02_60C

mesitylene
223430

phenylcyclohexane
72887

hexanophenone
39107

lk_02_63A

mesitylene
36100537

phenylcyclohexane
25462772

hexanophenone
5150545

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.326218502
hexanophenone/mes
0.175030211
phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.705329453
hexanophenone/mes
0.142672254

actual/1:1
0.293684185
actual/1:1
0.184284568
actual/1:1
0.634985765
actual/1:1
0.150215752

conversion
70.63%
yield
18.43%
conversion
36.50%
yield
15.02%

lk_02_63B

mesitylene
35530559

phenylcyclohexane
21034193

hexanophenone
5957500

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.592002873
hexanophenone/mes
0.167672566

actual/1:1
0.532961435
actual/1:1
0.176537903

conversion
46.70%
yield
17.65%

lk_02_63C

mesitylene
35387137

phenylcyclohexane
24051285

hexanophenone
3664477

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.679661793
hexanophenone/mes
0.103553927

actual/1:1
0.611877985
actual/1:1
0.109029125

conversion
38.81%
yield
10.90%

lk_02_63D

mesitylene
34958975

phenylcyclohexane
23660884

hexanophenone
2653707

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.676818585
hexanophenone/mes
0.075909176

actual/1:1
0.609318334
actual/1:1
0.079922716

conversion
39.07%
yield
7.99%

lk_02_63E

mesitylene
34958975

phenylcyclohexane
23660884

hexanophenone
2653707

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.676818585
hexanophenone/mes
0.075909176

actual/1:1
0.609318334
actual/1:1
0.079922716

conversion
39.07%
yield
7.99%

lk_02_63F

mesitylene
35843304

phenylcyclohexane
25966856

hexanophenone
2311538

lk_02_64A

mesitylene
40724275

phenylcyclohexane
21556734

hexanophenone
6110431

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.724454866
hexanophenone/mes
0.064490093
phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.52933377
hexanophenone/mes
0.150043948

actual/1:1
0.652203769
actual/1:1
0.067899872
actual/1:1
0.476542426
actual/1:1
0.157977208

conversion
34.78%
yield
6.79%
conversion
52.35%
yield
15.80%

lk_02_64B

mesitylene
40718070

phenylcyclohexane
28197247

hexanophenone
7700618

lk_02_79A

mesitylene
60375074

phenylcyclohexane
39499541

hexanophenone
4121975

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.692499595
hexanophenone/mes
0.189120408
phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.654235902
hexanophenone/mes
0.068272794

actual/1:1
0.623435451
actual/1:1
0.199119754
actual/1:1
0.58898786
actual/1:1
0.071882576

conversion
37.66%
yield
19.91%
conversion
41.10%
yield
7.19%

lk_02_79B

mesitylene
44450163

phenylcyclohexane
46689755

hexanophenone
602418

phenylcyclohexane/mes
1.050384337
hexanophenone/mes
0.013552661

actual/1:1
0.945627748
actual/1:1
0.01426923

conversion
5.44%
yield
1.43%

lk_02_79C

mesitylene
22346135

phenylcyclohexane
24710405

hexanophenone
738273

phenylcyclohexane/mes
1.105802189
hexanophenone/mes
0.033038062

actual/1:1
0.995518685
actual/1:1
0.034784881

conversion
0.45%
yield
3.48%

lk_02_79D

mesitylene
43633342

phenylcyclohexane
55424717

hexanophenone
203863

phenylcyclohexane/mes
1.270237723
hexanophenone/mes
0.004672184

actual/1:1
1.143554788
actual/1:1
0.004919216

conversion
-14.36%
yield
0.49%

Concentration, solvent Screen
lk_02_65A

mesitylene
35239081

phenylcyclohexane
25924795

hexanophenone
4908062

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.735683062
hexanophenone/mes
0.139278944

actual/1:1
0.662312158
actual/1:1
0.146643028

conversion
33.77%
yield
14.66%

lk_02_65B

mesitylene
40718070

phenylcyclohexane
28197247

hexanophenone
7700618

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.692499595
hexanophenone/mes
0.189120408

actual/1:1
0.623435451
actual/1:1
0.199119754

conversion
37.66%
yield
19.91%

lk_02_65C

mesitylene
54209469

phenylcyclohexane
49944324

hexanophenone
104508

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.921321033
hexanophenone/mes
0.001927855

actual/1:1
0.829436144
actual/1:1
0.002029786

conversion
17.06%
yield
0.20%

lk_02_65D

mesitylene
67322284

phenylcyclohexane
61571966

hexanophenone
196637

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.914585221
hexanophenone/mes
0.002920831

actual/1:1
0.823372105
actual/1:1
0.003075264

conversion
17.66%
yield
0.31%
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lk_02_76A

mesitylene
33079254

phenylcyclohexane
25850096

hexanophenone
0

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.781459461
hexanophenone/mes
0

actual/1:1
0.7035232
actual/1:1
0

conversion
29.65%
yield
0.00%

lk_02_76B

mesitylene
19888443

phenylcyclohexane
17806167

hexanophenone
0

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.895302211
hexanophenone/mes
0

actual/1:1
0.806012223
actual/1:1
0

conversion
19.40%
yield
0.00%

lk_02_76C

mesitylene
28239914

phenylcyclohexane
23923882

hexanophenone
0

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.84716554
hexanophenone/mes
0

actual/1:1
0.762676302
actual/1:1
0

conversion
23.73%
yield
0.00%

lk_02_76D

mesitylene
31742406

phenylcyclohexane
33246545

hexanophenone
0

phenylcyclohexane/mes
1.04738579
hexanophenone/mes
0

actual/1:1
0.942928252
actual/1:1
0

conversion
5.71%
yield
0.00%

lk_02_76E

mesitylene
26074018

phenylcyclohexane
29305141

hexanophenone
1234641

phenylcyclohexane/mes
1.123921177
hexanophenone/mes
0.04735139

actual/1:1
1.011830636
actual/1:1
0.049854996

conversion
-1.18%
yield
4.99%

lk_02_76F

mesitylene
33054779

phenylcyclohexane
37555464

hexanophenone
0

lk_02_67A

mesitylene
26032127

phenylcyclohexane
28268567

hexanophenone
2315400

phenylcyclohexane/mes
1.136158375
hexanophenone/mes
0
phenylcyclohexane/mes
1.085910767
hexanophenone/mes
0.088943942

actual/1:1
1.022847398
actual/1:1
0
actual/1:1
0.977611068
actual/1:1
0.093646667

conversion
-2.28%
yield
0.00%
conversion
2.24%
yield
9.36%

lk_02_67B

mesitylene
26427116

phenylcyclohexane
27919167

hexanophenone
2962694

phenylcyclohexane/mes
1.056459093
hexanophenone/mes
0.112108109

actual/1:1
0.951096658
actual/1:1
0.118035591

conversion
4.89%
yield
11.80%

lk_02_67C

mesitylene
27577052

phenylcyclohexane
16406829

hexanophenone
2232562

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.594944993
hexanophenone/mes
0.080957239

actual/1:1
0.535610132
actual/1:1
0.085237684

conversion
46.44%
yield
8.52%

lk_02_67D

mesitylene
38822711

phenylcyclohexane
20279604

hexanophenone
2534443

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.522364448
hexanophenone/mes
0.065282484

actual/1:1
0.470268167
actual/1:1
0.068734159

conversion
52.97%
yield
6.87%

lk_02_67E

mesitylene
36684994

phenylcyclohexane
31731710

hexanophenone
2665642

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.864977925
hexanophenone/mes
0.072663008

actual/1:1
0.778712228
actual/1:1
0.076504912

conversion
22.13%
yield
7.65%

lk_02_67F

mesitylene
33555071

phenylcyclohexane
27881905

hexanophenone
1875638

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.830929698
hexanophenone/mes
0.055897304

actual/1:1
0.748059687
actual/1:1
0.058852757

conversion
25.19%
yield
5.89%

phenylcyclohexane
9797807

hexanophenone
1454185

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.750042352
hexanophenone/mes
0.111320864

actual/1:1
0.675239373
actual/1:1
0.117206722

conversion
32.48%
yield
11.72%

Superstoichiometric PIII
lk_02_86A

mesitylene
13063005

Addition of base
lk_02_87A

mesitylene
14921906

phenylcyclohexane
10929639

hexanophenone
0

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.732455961
hexanophenone/mes
0

actual/1:1
0.659406901
actual/1:1
0

conversion
34.06%
yield
0.00%

lk_02_87B

mesitylene
10443192

phenylcyclohexane
8444531

hexanophenone
223660

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.808615891
hexanophenone/mes
0.021416824

actual/1:1
0.727971274
actual/1:1
0.022549193

conversion
27.20%
yield
2.25%

lk_02_87C

mesitylene
12054377

phenylcyclohexane
9358154

hexanophenone
0

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.7763283
hexanophenone/mes
0

actual/1:1
0.698903778
actual/1:1
0

conversion
30.11%
yield
0.00%

lk_02_87D

mesitylene
11035439

phenylcyclohexane
9441977

hexanophenone
167690

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.855605019
hexanophenone/mes

actual/1:1
0.770274098
actual/1:1

conversion
22.97%
yield

Operational Controls
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lk_02_051

mesitylene
25430648

phenylcyclohexane
15900082

hexanophenone
3305652

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.625233065
hexanophenone/mes
0.129986935

actual/1:1
0.562877524
actual/1:1
0.136859723

conversion
43.71%
yield
13.69%

lk_02_052

mesitylene
25930775

phenylcyclohexane
19740441

hexanophenone
3968121

phenylcyclohexane/mes
0.761274624
hexanophenone/mes
0.153027474

actual/1:1
0.685351431
actual/1:1
0.161118482

conversion
31.46%
yield
16.11%

Characterization and Handling of PS Sources
Polystyrene samples were obtained from Millipore Sigma either as monodisperse pellets,
both average MW ~192000 (product no. 430102) and average MW ~280,000 by GPC (product no.
182427). Polystyrene was also retrieved from waste receptacles and dry ice shipping containers.
The waste polystyrene displayed far superior solubility over the commercial pellets in most
solvents, including DCE.
Waste polystyrene contained air, making it difficult to handle and weigh out. It was thus
dissolved in DCE, then concentrated in vacuo to yield plastic that could be handled and weighed
out.
Sonication of waste PS samples was carried out in a water bath sonicator. PS was dissolved in
toluene (0.5 w/v%) and sonicated for over an hour. After this point, it was concentrated in vacuo
for use in reactions3-5. The effects of sonication of waste polystyrene are shown in the table below
as reflected by Mn, Mw, and Đ.
Co-dissolved ZnO, TiO2, or MnO4 (1 wt%) with or without Eosin-Y (0.05wt%) in PS was
carried out by dissolving the mixtures in toluene or DCE, sonicating the mixtures for 1 hour, and
then concentrating in vacuo.
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Photoreactions run while under ultrasonication were performed with a wand sonicator at 30%
amplitude, 2 seconds on/4 seconds off pulse intervals. Reactions were ran in CHCl 3 instead of
DCE due to higher boiling point to offset solvent evaporation from heating caused by sonication.
These reactions were irradiated with 450 nm light and cooled with a fan during duration of
sonication. Visual of setup shown below.
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Appendix III: Supplementary Data for Chapter 4
Materials and Methods
All reactions were performed in oven-dried glassware and carried out under an inert,
anhydrous atmosphere of N2 or Ar. Reactions were run in 1.0 dram vials fitted with Teflon caps
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and assembled in a N2-filled glovebox. Reactions were irradiated with PR-160 Kessil 40W LED
lamps placed approximately 5 cm from reaction vials unless otherwise noted. All column
chromatography was performed using general flash techniques on SiliCycle® SilicaFlash® P60,
40-63 μm 60 Å. When needed for challenging separations, Teledyne Isco CombiFlash equipped
with CombiFlash gold pre-packed columns (catalog No. 69-2203-344) equipped with an ELSD
detector was used. Thin layer chromatography was performed on SiliCycle® 250 μm 60 Å plates.
Visualization was accomplished with 254 nm UV light, KMnO4 stain, Cerium Ammonium
Molybdate stain, or I2.
NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker 400 and 500 MHz spectrometers at ambient
temperature. Chemical shifts (δ) are reported in parts per million (ppm) from CDCl3 (1H: 7.26
ppm, 13C: 77.16 ppm) with multiplicity (s = singlet, bs = broad singlet, d = doublet, t = triplet, q =
quartet, and m = multiplet) and coupling constants (in Hz). Mass spectra were recorded on an
Agilent 7890B GC System 5977B MSD GCMS with an EI ionization method. Commercial
reagents and anhydrous solvents were purchased from Millipore-Sigma, TCI, Alfa-Aesar, Acros
Organics, and Spectrum Chemical Manufacturing Corporation.
Reaction yields were determined by flash column purification. High resolution mass
spectra (HRMS) were obtained from the Columbia University Chemistry Department Mass
Spectrometry Facility on a Waters XEVO G2XS QToF mass spectrometer equipped with a UPC2
SFC inlet and a LockSpray source using an electrospray ionization (ESI) probe. HPLC analysis
was carried out on an Agilent 1200 Series using a Chiralpak OD-H (250 x 4.5 mm ID) column.
X-Ray diffraction crystallography was performed in Columbia University’s Shared
Materials Characterization Laboratory using an Agilent SuperNova SCXRD with a Mo/Cu dual
micro-focus source of 40W (0.8mA at 50 kV) and an Eos S2 CCD detector.
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Experimental Procedures and Data
Synthesis of (-nitrovinyl)cyclohexane

In a flame-dried, round-bottomed equipped with a magnetic stir bar (under N2 atmosphere) was
added (cyclohexane)carboxaldehyde (39.0 mmol), THF (3.9 M), tBuOH (4.4 equiv.) and NO2Me
(1.5 equiv.) at 0 °C. Stirring was continued until obtaining a clear solution. Then tBuOK (10 mol%)
was added in one portion, and the solution was allowed to stir for 15 minutes, then warm to rt. The
solution allowed to stir at room temperature for 16 hours. The resulting solution was poured in
H2O and extracted 4x with Et2O. The combined organic layers were washed with H2O, sat. aq.
NaCl, dried over anhydrous Na2SO4, filtered, and concentrated under vacuum to give crude (nitrovinyl)cyclohexane. Then, in a flame-dried, round-bottomed flask equipped with a magnetic
stir bar (under N2 atmosphere), a solution of the crude (-nitrovinyl)cyclohexane in anhydrous
DCM (0.78 M) was prepared. After cooling to -10 °C, TFAA (1 equiv.) was added dropwise. This
was stirred for 2 minutes, then Et3N (2 equiv.) was added over 15 minutes. The solution was stirred
for an additional 30 minutes still at -10 °C before being diluted in DCM and washed 2x with sat.
aq. NH4Cl. The aqueous layer was separated and extracted with 2 x 50 mL DCM. The combined
organic layer was washed with brine, dried over anhydrous Na2SO4, filtered and concentrated
under reduced pressure to give the crude nitroalkene1. Nitroalkene was purified using flash column
chromatography using EtOAc/hexanes gradient to give the product as an off-white/yellow powder.
Product characterization values matched those from literature and authentic commercial samples.
Characterization of (-nitrovinyl)cyclohexane
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(E)-(-nitrovinyl)cyclohexane (III.1): 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.22 (dd, J = 13.5, 7.2 Hz,
1H), 6.94 (dd, J = 13.5, 1.4 Hz, 1H), 2.26 (tdtd, J = 10.5, 6.8, 3.3, 1.4 Hz, 1H), 1.87 – 1.76 (m,
1H), 1.76 – 1.68 (m, 0H), 1.41 – 1.10 (m, 3H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 147.28, 138.28,
37.54, 31.42, 25.61, 25.37.
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Characterization of Pure Aldehydes and trans--Nitrostyrene

Benzaldehyde (III.2): Following procedure2, benzaldehyde was washed with NaOH or 10%
Na2CO3 (until no more CO2 is evolved), then with saturated Na2SO2 and H2O, followed by drying
with MgSO4. NMR analysis revealed no residual benzoate. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 10.00
(s, 1H), 7.89 – 7.82 (m, 2H), 7.63 – 7.57 (m, 1H), 7.54 – 7.47 (m, 2H).
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Picolinaldehyde (III.3): was obtained commercially and used without further purification unless
impurities identified by NMR. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 9.90 (s, 1H), 8.67 – 8.57 (m, 2H),
7.84 – 7.66 (m, 6H), 7.44 – 7.31 (m, 2H).

4-Chlorobenzaldehyde (III.4): Following procedure2, 4-chlorobenzaldehyde was washed with
NaOH or 10% Na2CO3 (until no more CO2 is evolved), then with saturated Na2SO2 and H2O,
followed by drying with MgSO4. NMR analysis revealed no residual benzoate. 1H NMR (400
MHz, CDCl3) δ 10.01 (s, 1H), 7.89 – 7.81 (m, 2H), 7.58 – 7.51 (m, 2H).

4-Bromobenzaldehyde (III.5): Following procedure2, 4-bromobenzaldehyde was washed with
NaOH or 10% Na2CO3 (until no more CO2 is evolved), then with saturated Na2SO2 and H2O,
followed by drying with MgSO4. NMR analysis revealed no residual benzoate. 1H NMR (400
MHz, CDCl3) δ 9.99 (s, 1H), 7.80 – 7.74 (m, 2H), 7.73 – 7.68 (m, 2H).

(E)--nitrostyrene (III.6): Used from commercial source without further purification. 1H NMR
(500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.04 (d, J = 13.6 Hz, 1H), 7.62 (d, J = 13.7 Hz, 1H), 7.60 – 7.56 (m, 2H),
7.54 – 7.51 (m, 1H), 7.50 – 7.45 (m, 2H).
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Cat. 1 and Cat. 2 were obtained as authentic samples from time publication3. Purity was assayed
by NMR and catalysts were deemed pure.
Cat 1: 1H NMR (400 MHz, Acetone) δ 10.56 (s, 1H), 6.51 (ddd, J = 54.4, 7.5, 2.3 Hz, 1H), 5.12
(ddt, J = 8.1, 6.3, 3.9 Hz, 1H), 3.76 – 3.45 (m, 1H), 2.95 (dddd, J = 27.2, 15.6, 3.7, 2.3 Hz, 1H),
2.53 (h, J = 6.7 Hz, 1H), 1.18 (d, J = 6.8 Hz, 3H), 1.09 (d, J = 6.8 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (101 MHz,
Acetone) δ 160.08 (d, J = 23.3 Hz), 145.23 (m), 144.54, 142.25 (m), 139.58 (m)ff, 83.33 (d, J =
184.2 Hz), 67.11, 37.45 (d, J = 21.6 Hz), 31.62, 17.78, 16.62.
Cat 2: 1H NMR (400 MHz, Acetone) δ 9.98 (s, 1H), 7.41 – 7.30 (m, 5H), 5.44 (tt, J = 7.7, 5.9 Hz,
1H), 3.59 (dd, J = 13.7, 6.4 Hz, 1H), 3.47 – 3.21 (m, 3H), 3.07 (dddd, J = 13.4, 9.3, 8.0, 6.2 Hz,
1H), 2.90 – 2.76 (m, 2H).13C NMR (101 MHz, Acetone) δ 164.21, 143.07, 135.51, 129.46, 129.01,
127.51, 63.18, 39.09, 32.49, 21.33.
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Benzaldehyde (III.2)
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Picolinaldehyde (III.3)
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4-Chlorobenzaldehyde (III.4)
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4-Bromoobenzaldehyde (III.5)
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(E)--Nitrostyrene (III.6)
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Cat. 1
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Cat. 2
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Standard Conditions for Stetter Reaction
To a flame-dried 1.0 dram vial equipped with a magnetic stir bar was added triazolium Catalyst 2
(10 mol%), aldehyde (1.0 equiv), nitroalkene (1.5 equiv), and methanol (0.371 M). The vial was
then cooled to 0 ºC in an ice/water bath with stirring. iPr2NEt (1.0 equiv.) was added dropwise and
the reaction was stirred at 0 ºC for 2 hrs. The reaction was quenched with addition of AcOH,
followed by concentration under vacuum. Column chromatography (hexanes:ether) of the
resulting dark residue gave the desired β-nitro ketone.
Characterization of Stetter Reaction Products
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(S)-2-cyclohexyl-3-nitro-1-(pyridin-2-yl)propan-1-one (III.7): White solid; Rf= 0.30 (1:1
ether:hexanes) HPLC analysis – Chiracel OD-H column, 90:10 hexanes/isopropanol, 1.0 mL/min.
Major: 7.39 min, minor: 6.54 min. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.10 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H), 7.87
(td, J = 7.7, 1.7 Hz, 1H), 7.51 (ddd, J = 7.6, 4.8, 1.3 Hz, 1H), 5.14 – 5.04 (m, 1H), 4.90 (ddd, J =
10.8, 5.5, 3.3 Hz, 1H), 4.61 (dd, J = 14.3, 3.3 Hz, 1H), 1.95 – 1.81 (m, 1H), 1.73 – 1.62 (m, 5H),
1.36 – 1.06 (m, 4H), 1.03 – 0.90 (m, 1H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 200.63, 152.55, 149.11,
137.05, 127.44, 122.51, 73.78, 47.16, 38.83, 31.27, 29.45, 26.42, 26.27, 25.95. HPLC: 90:10
1mL/min Hex:IPA, Chiracel OD-H stationary phase. Major: 7.382 min. Minor: 6.538 min. Fully
matches characterization from literature4.
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(R)-2-cyclohexyl-3-nitro-1-phenylpropan-1-one (III.8): Purified with 5% ether/hexanes, yielding
a colorless oil. HPLC analysis – Chiracel OD-H column, 90:10 hexanes/iso-propanol, 1.0 mL/min.
Major: 7.56 min, minor: 10.62 min. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.05 – 7.99 (m, 2H), 7.68 –
7.61 (m, 1H), 7.55 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H), 5.11 (dd, J = 14.6, 10.3 Hz, 1H), 4.56 (dd, J = 14.7, 3.5 Hz,
1H), 4.23 – 4.17 (m, 1H), 1.80 – 1.65 (m, 6H), 1.25 – 1.08 (m, 5H), 0.99 – 0.90 (m, 1H). 13C NMR
(126 MHz, CDCl3) δ 199.61, 136.60, 133.58, 129.16, 128.86, 73.64, 48.93, 39.61, 31.49, 29.58,
26.38, 26.21, 25.98. Fully matches characterization from literature5. HPLC: 95:5 1mL/min
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Hex:IPA, Chiracel OD-H stationary phase. Major: 7.556 min, minor: 10.612 min.

(R)-1-(4-chlorophenyl)-2-cyclohexyl-3-nitropropan-1-one

(III.9):

Purified

with

5%

ether/hexanes, yielding a white solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.95 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 2H), 7.51
(d, J = 8.6 Hz, 2H), 5.09 (dd, J = 14.7, 10.4 Hz, 1H), 4.56 (dd, J = 14.7, 3.5 Hz, 1H), 4.13 (ddd, J
= 10.4, 5.4, 3.4 Hz, 1H), 1.78 – 1.65 (m, 6H), 1.24 – 1.04 (m, 4H), 0.95 (q, J = 11.6 Hz, 1H). Fully
matches characterization from literature5.
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(R)-1-(4-bromophenyl)-2-cyclohexyl-3-nitropropan-1-one

(III.10):

Purified

with

2-6%

ether/hexanes, yielding a colorless oil. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.88 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 2H),
7.68 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2H), 5.09 (dd, J = 14.7, 10.4 Hz, 1H), 4.58 – 4.55 (m, 1H), 4.12 (ddd, J = 10.5,
5.3, 3.4 Hz, 1H), 1.77 – 1.54 (m, 6H), 1.22 – 1.08 (m, 4H), 0.95 (dd, J = 12.3, 3.4 Hz, 1H). Fully
matches characterization from literature5.
Determination of Absolute Stereochemical Configuration
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Characterization of Side Products

2-((2R,3S)-1,4-dinitro-3-phenylbutan-2-yl)pyridine (III.11): Purified with 15% EtOAc/hexanes,
yielding a white solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.32 – 7.23 (m, 6H), 6.83 (dd, J = 7.8, 1.7
Hz, 4H), 4.76 (dd, J = 13.3, 7.1 Hz, 2H), 4.60 (dd, J = 13.3, 7.3 Hz, 2H), 3.99 (t, J = 6.3 Hz, 2H).
Fully matches characterization from literature6.

2-phenyl-1,4-di(pyridin-2-yl)butane-1,4-dione (III.12): 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.75 (d, J
= 4.8 Hz, 1H), 8.70 (d, J = 4.8 Hz, 1H), 8.06 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H), 8.00 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H), 7.88 –
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7.75 (m, 2H), 7.51 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 7.45 (ddd, J = 17.9, 7.6, 3.7 Hz, 1H), 7.40 – 7.30 (m, 1H),
7.28 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 7.19 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 6.06 (dd, J = 11.1, 3.6 Hz, 1H), 4.45 (dd, J =
19.1, 11.1 Hz, 1H), 3.80 (dd, J = 19.1, 3.7 Hz, 1H). Fully matches characterization from literature7.

2-hydroxy-1,2-di(pyridin-2-yl)ethan-1-one (III.13): Purified by silica gel column chromatography
(EtOAc/hexanes). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.50 – 8.47 (m, 2H), 7.92 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 2H),
7.85 (td, J = 7.8, 1.8 Hz, 2H), 7.20 (ddd, J = 6.9, 5.0, 1.3 Hz, 2H). Fully matches characterization
from literature8.

1,2-di(pyridin-2-yl)ethane-1,2-dione (111.14): Purified by silica gel column chromatography
(EtOAc/hexanes) to yield a brown solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.57 – 8.54 (m, 2H), 8.18
(d, J = 7.8 Hz, 3H), 7.91 (td, J = 7.7, 1.7 Hz, 3H), 7.47 (ddd, J = 7.6, 4.7, 1.2 Hz, 3H). Fully
matches characterization from literature9.
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2-hydroxy-1,2-diphenylethan-1-one (III.15): 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.93 – 7.90 (m, 2H),
7.60 – 7.52 (m, 1H), 7.46 – 7.39 (m, 2H), 7.34 – 7.24 (m, 5H), 5.97 (s, 1H). Fully matches
characterization from literature10.
Benzoin Reversibility Study
To a flame-dried 1.0 dram vial equipped with a magnetic stir bar was added triazolium Catalyst 2
(10 mol%), benzoin or -pyridoin (1.0 equiv), nitrostyrene (1.5 equiv), and methanol (0.371 M).
The vial was then cooled to 0 ºC in an ice/water bath with stirring. iPr2NEt (1.0 equiv.) was added
dropwise and the reaction was stirred at 0 ºC for 24 hrs. The reaction was quenched with addition
of AcOH, followed by concentration under vacuum. Yield of nitrostyrene dimer was determined
by crude 1H NMR using 1 equiv. 1,3,5-trimethoxybenzene relative to benzoin or -pyridoin.
Spectrum below ran in CDCl3 at ambient temperature.
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Synthesis of Catalyst 10
Synthesis of Symmetrical Thioethers

To a suspension of sodium sulfide nonahydrate (65% Na2S) in H2O (1 M) were subsequently added
tetrabutylammonium bromide (0.02 equiv.) and (chloromethyl)trimethylsilane (2.0 equiv.) in a
pressure-sealed double-walled flask at room temperature. Upon addition, the reaction mixture was
heated to 100 °C in a heavy-wall pressure vessel with a PTFE bushing and Viton O-ring as a
pressure seal and threaded top. After 16 hours and cooling back to room temperature, equivolume
water and pentanes were added and the layers were separated. The aqueous layer was extracted
with pentane 2x and the combined organic layers were dried over anhydrous Na2SO4, filtered and
concentrated in vacuo to yield pure III.16 as a colorless oil.

Bis((trimethylsilyl)methyl)sulfide (111.16). Obtained as colorless liquid. (Caution: strong,
unpleasant odor. When cleaning glassware that came in contact with 111.16, wash with dilute
bleach solution in addition to standard cleaning protocols.) 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 1.80 (s,
4H), 0.06 (s, 18H).

13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 25.56, -0.00. Fully matches characterization

from literature11 and authentic commercial sample.
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Synthesis of Unsymmetrical Thioethers
To a multi-neck round bottomed flask equipped with a magnetic stir bar and reflux condenser was
added a mixture of (chloromethyl)trimethylsilane and thiourea (2 equiv.) in anhydrous ethanol
(0.65 M). The solution was heated to reflux and allowed to stir for 96 hours. The resulting mixture
was allowed to cool back to room temperature and then concentrated in vacuo to leave a white
solid which was re-dissolved in water (0.42 M). Aqueous NaOH (40%, 2 equiv.) was added in
portions to the solution, stirred for 2 minutes, and then the mixture was extracted with 2x with
diethyl ether. The aqueous phase was acidified to pH1 with concentrated aqueous HCl, then
extracted into diethyl ether 2x. The combined organic layers were washed 2x with brine, then
dried over anhydrous MgSO4 and concentrated by fractional distillation. This material was then
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distilled through a short path distillation apparatus (III.17: bp 110-112 ºC. Lit. bp 118-120 ºC) to
afford (trimethylsilyl)methanethiol as a colorless liquid12.

(Trimethylsilyl)methanethiol (111.17): Obtained as colorless liquid. (Caution: strong, unpleasant
odor. When cleaning glassware that came in contact with 111.16, wash with dilute bleach solution
in addition to standard cleaning protocols.) 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 1.67 (dd, J = 7.0, 1.3
Hz, 2H), 1.13 (td, J = 7.0, 1.3 Hz, 1H), 0.13 – 0.11 (m, 9H). Fully matches characterization from
literature12 and authentic commercial sample.

In a flame-dried Schlenk flask equipped with a stir bar was added 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (1.0
equiv.) and phenyldimethylchlorosilane (DMPSCl) (1.0 equiv.) in HMPA (10 M) and anhydrous
THF (1 mL). The solution was cooled to -78 ºC, then freshly prepared LDA (prepared by nBuLi
addition to distilled iPr2NEt in anhydrous THF; 3.5 equiv.) dropwise by manual syringe or syringe
pump over 30 min. The mixture was stirred at -78 ºC for 4 hours, then warmed to rt and stirred for
an additional 15 hours. Then, the reaction was cooled to 0 ºC and trimethylchlorosilane (TMSCl)
was added (1.5 equiv.) dropwise. After stirring at 0 ºC for 4 hours, the reaction was quenched by
with saturated aq. NH4Cl and the layers separated13. III.18 was purified by flash column
chromatography using 100% hexanes to yield a colorless liquid (14% yield).
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(2,2-difluoro-1-((trimethylsilyl)oxy)vinyl)dimethyl(phenyl)silane (III.18): 1H NMR (400 MHz,
CDCl3) δ 7.67 – 7.62 (m, 2H), 7.50 – 7.42 (m, 3H), 0.53 (d, J = 1.7 Hz, 6H), 0.14 (d, J = 1.3 Hz,
9H. 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 163.35 – 156.47 (m), 139.86, 134.03, 129.58, 127.87, 112.19
(dd, J = 55.4, 4.0 Hz), 0.09 (d, J = 2.2 Hz), -3.64 (dd, J = 3.5, 1.7 Hz). 19F NMR (376 MHz, CDCl3)
δ -84.79 (d, J = 65.8 Hz), -110.62 (d, J = 65.4 Hz).

In a round bottom flask equipped with a magnetic stir bar was added Selectfluor (1.5 equiv.) in in
anhydrous MeCN (0.375 M). The solution was cooled to 0 ºC and a solution of III.18 (1.0 equiv.)
in anhydrous DCM (0.1 M) was added. The reaction mixture was allowed to stir at at room
temperature for 12 hours, and was then quenched with water and extracted 3x into DCM. The
layers were separated and the organic layer was dried over anhydrous Na2SO4, filtered, and
concentrated in vacuo13. III.19 was purified by distillation under reduced pressure using cold trap
to produce a light yellow oil (30% yield).
1-(Dimethyl(phenyl)silyl)-2,2,2-trifluoroethan-1-one (III.19): 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.62
(dd, J = 8.0, 1.6 Hz, 2H), 7.55 – 7.50 (m, 1H), 7.50 – 7.43 (m, 2H), 0.70 (s, 6H). 13C NMR (126
MHz, CDCl3) δ 222.22 (q, J = 35.1 Hz), 139.87, 134.20, 128.40, 115.92 (q, J = 296.5 Hz), -5.13.
19

F NMR (471 MHz, CDCl3) δ -78.56. Fully matches characterization from literature13.
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In a round bottom flask equipped with a magnetic stir bar was added III.19, then anhydrous MeOH
(0.05 M). The solution was cooled to 0 ºC added NaBH4 was added portion wise (1.0 equiv.). The
reaction was stirred for 30 minutes or until complete as determined by TLC and at that point
quenched with water. The organics were extracted into DCM 3x, then dried over anhydrous
Na2SO4, filtered, and concentrated in vacuo13. III.20 was purified by flash column
chromatography (10% EtOAc/hexanes) to yield a colorless oil. (42% yield).
1-(Dimethyl(phenyl)silyl)-2,2,2-trifluoroethan-1-ol (III.20): 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.79 –
7.69 (m, 2H), 7.52 (ddd, J = 9.1, 6.9, 4.9 Hz, 3H), 3.89 (qd, J = 11.2, 6.3 Hz, 1H), 2.39 (d, J = 6.4
Hz, 1H), 0.60 (d, J = 4.8 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 134.30, 133.59, 130.12, 128.15,
125.71, 65.21 (q, J = 32.9 Hz), -5.19 (d, J = 67.5 Hz). 19F NMR (376 MHz, CDCl3) δ -70.56. Fully
matches characterization from literature13.

In a flame-dried round bottom flask equipped with a stir bar was added triphenylphosphite (1.6
equiv.) in anhydrous DCM (4.8 M), then the flask was evacuated and backfilled with N2. To this
was slowly added N-bromosuccinimide (NBS) (1.6 equiv.) in anhydrous DCM (0.8 M) at 0 °C.
Next, a solution of III.20 (1.0 equiv.) in anhydrous DCM (1.5 M) was added still at 0 °C. The
reaction was heated to 40 °C and stirred at that temperature for 12 hours14. Upon completion of
the reaction as judged by TLC, the solvent was removed in vacuo and the product was directly
purified by flash column chromatography using EtOAc/hexanes gradient.
(1-bromo-2,2,2-trifluoroethyl)dimethyl(phenyl)silane (III.21): 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.71
– 7.60 (m, 2H), 7.55 – 7.42 (m, 3H), 3.61 (q, J = 10.6 Hz, 1H), 0.64 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR
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(126 MHz, CDCl3) δ 134.19, 133.88, 130.30, 128.91, 128.04, 126.72, 124.52, 122.33, 33.99 (q, J
= 33.9 Hz), -3.73 – -4.15 (m). 19F NMR (471 MHz, CDCl3) δ -60.57 (d, J = 10.7 Hz).
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Synthesis of cis-iPr-F lactam

To a round bottom flask equipped with a stir bar was added L-valine•HCl (1 equiv.) and with
THF:MeOH (10:1, 0.37 M) and at room temperature under N2 atmosphere. Then, the reaction was
cooled to 0 °C and NaHCO3 (3.0 equiv.) and Boc2O (1.5 equiv.) were added sequentially. The
reaction was stirred at 0 °C for 5 minutes and then allowed to warm to room temperature to stir 20
hours. Once the reaction completed, it was diluted with water (approximately equivolume to
solvent) and extracted 3x into EtOAc. The combined organic layers were washed 2x with sat. aq.
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NaHCO3, 2x with brine, then dried over anhydrous Na2SO2, filtered, and concentrated in vacuo15.
Flash column chromatography (10% EtOAc/hexanes) produced pure III.22 as a colorless oil (97%
yield).
Methyl (tert-butoxycarbonyl)-L-valinate (III.22): 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.53 (s, 1H), 5.08
(dt, J = 52.7, 7.9 Hz, 1H), 3.30 (qd, J = 7.0, 3.7 Hz, 1H), 2.77 – 2.53 (m, 1H), 2.04 – 1.82 (m, 1H),
1.73 (h, J = 6.8 Hz, 1H), 0.98 (dd, J = 23.5, 6.7 Hz, 6H). Product characterization in full agreement
with literature15.

LiAlH4 (1.5 equiv.) was carefully weighed out and added to a separate flame-dried round bottom
flask under N2 atmosphere, equipped with a stir bar. To this was added anhydrous THF (0.5 M) to
generate a suspension, and the mixture was then cooled to 0 °C. In a separate flame-dried round
bottom flask, III.22 was added and dissolved in anhydrous THF (2.2 M). While at 0 °C, the III.22
solution was added dropwise by slow cannulation to the LiAlH4 solution over 15 minutes. The
reaction was left to stir for approximately an hour at 0 °C, at which point it was quenched by the
Fieser Method: For x g LiAlH4, 1) Dilute with Et2O and cool to 0 °C. 2) Slowly add x mL H2O. 3)
Add x mL 15% aq. NaOH. 4) Add 3x mL H2O. 5) Warm to room temperature and stir 15 minutes.
6) Add anhydrous MgSO4. 7) Stir an additional 15 minutes and filter to remove salts. The filtrate
was concentrated and purified by flash column chromatography (EtOAc/hexanes) to yield III.23
as a thick colorless liquid (95% yield).
Tert-butyl (S)-(1-hydroxy-3-methylbutan-2-yl)carbamate (III.23): 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ
4.76 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 1H), 3.79 – 3.54 (m, 2H), 3.43 (s, 1H), 2.75 (s, 1H), 1.89 – 1.79 (m, 1H), 1.45
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(s, 9H), 0.94 (dd, J = 8.5, 6.8 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 156.83, 79.49, 67.94, 64.08,
58.06, 29.31, 28.37, 25.58, 19.49, 18.49.

The crude aldehyde was dried under vacuum (4 mm) for 1 h and then used immediately in the next
step without further purification. To a solution of triethyl 2-fluoro-2-phosphonoacetate (1.05
equiv.) in anhydrous THF (0.147 M) at room temperature, in a flame-dried round bottom flask,
was added a 2 M solution of nBuLi in hexanes (1.05 equiv.). This was stirred for 30 minutes at
room temperature, then cooled to -78 ºC. Once cooled, a solution of aldehyde (described
previously) in anhydrous THF (0.28 M) was added dropwise by cannula or syringe pump over 30
minutes. The reaction was stirred at this temperature for 3 hours, then quenched by with sat. aq.
NH4Cl. The mixture was allowed to warm back to room temperature, at which point the THF was
evaporated in vacuo. Then, the remaining residue was resuspended in H2O and EtOAc. The organic
layer was washed with 2x with H2O, dried over anhydrous Na2SO4, and concentrated in vacuo.
The crude mixture was purified by flash column chromatography (5:1 hexanes/EtOAc) to yield
the desired product as a white solid in 62% yield over two steps4.
Tert-butyl (S)-(3-methyl-1-oxobutan-2-yl)carbamate (III.24):1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 9.66
(s, 1H), 5.09 (s, 1H), 4.27 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 2.39 – 2.17 (m, 1H), 1.47 (s, 9H), 1.05 (d, J = 6.9
Hz, 3H), 0.97 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 3H).
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Ethyl (S, E)-4-((tert-butoxycarbonyl)amino)-2-fluoro-5-methylhex-2-enoate (III.25): 1H NMR
(400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.77 (dd, J = 21.0, 9.8 Hz, 1H), 4.88 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 1H), 4.68 (s, 1H), 4.34
(qq, J = 7.1, 3.7 Hz, 2H), 1.89 (s, 1H), 1.45 (s, 9H), 0.97 (t, J = 6.4 Hz, 6H).
Analysis fully matched characterization from literature4.

To a flame-dried round bottom flask equipped with a magnetic stir bar was added III.25 (1 equiv.)
and dissolved in DCM (0.16 M). The solution was cooled to 0 ºC and trifluoroacetic acid (60
equiv.) was added by syringe pump over 30 minutes. After 3 hours stirring at room temperature,
the solution was cooled to 0 ºC and 2 M aq. NaOH was added (equimolar relative to TFA). The
mixture was poured into a separatory funnel and the aqueous phase was extracted 3x with DCM.
The combined organic layers were dried over anhydrous Na2SO4, filtered, and concentrated in
vacuo. The reside was then dissolved in toluene (0.77M), and warmed to 40 ºC in a water bath.
Triethylamine (2.5 equiv.) was then added dropwise over 30 min. The mixture was allowed to stir
for an additional 30 min, then was quenched with sat. aq. NH4Cl. The layers were separated and
the aqueous layer was extracted with EtOAc 3x. The combined organic layers were dried over
anhydrous Na2SO4, and concentrated in vacuo. The crude residue was then purified by silica gel
chromatography (EtOAc) to yield the desired product III.26 as a white solid (63% yield over two
steps).
(S)-3-fluoro-5-isopropyl-1,5-dihydro-2H-pyrrol-2-one (III.26): 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ
9.47 (s, 1H), 5.21 (ddd, J = 52.7, 8.6, 4.8 Hz, 1H), 3.10 (td, J = 17.3, 8.6 Hz, 1H), 2.80 (dddd, J =
32.0, 16.9, 3.2, 1.6 Hz, 1H), 1.69 (d, J = 41.9 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3) δ 172.19 (d,
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J = 19.7 Hz), 125.00 (d, J = 3.2 Hz), 107.03 (d, J = 2.1 Hz), 87.96 (d, J = 183.9 Hz), 31.44 (d, J =
21.6 Hz), 18.43 (d, J = 80.4 Hz).. Product characterization in full agreement with literature4.

To a solution of III.26 (1 equiv.) in methanol (0.08 M) was added 10% Pd/C (18 w/w% to starting
material) and exposed to a balloon of pure H2. The mixture was stirred for 12 hours, then filtered
through a pad of celite with EtOAc rinsing, and concentrated in vacuo to yield the III.27 as a white
solid (99% yield).
(3R,5R)-3-fluoro-5-isopropylpyrrolidin-2-one (III.27): 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.54 (s,
1H), 5.08 (dt, J = 52.7, 7.9 Hz, 1H), 3.30 (qd, J = 7.0, 3.7 Hz, 1H), 2.72 – 2.52 (m, 1H), 2.04 –
1.80 (m, 1H), 1.73 (h, J = 6.8 Hz, 1H), 0.98 (dd, J = 23.5, 6.7 Hz, 6H).

13

C NMR (101 MHz,

CDCl3) δ 173.01 (d, J = 20.3 Hz), 88.63 (d, J = 185.4 Hz), 56.72 (d, J = 4.3 Hz), 32.16 (d, J = 18.5
Hz), 18.62, 17.80.

19

F NMR (376 MHz, CDCl3) δ -188.64. Product characterization in full

agreement with literature4.
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Synthesis of Bicyclic 1,3-Dipolar Cycloadduct

In a flame-dried round bottom flask equipped with a magnetic stir bar was added lactam III.27
(1.0 equiv.) and anhydrous DCM (0.2 M). Trimethyloxonium tetrafluoroborate (1.0 equiv.) was
added in a single portion. The flask was evacuated and backfilled with N2 and allowed to stir
overnight at room temperature3. Once starting material consumption is indicated by TLC
visualization, the reaction mixture was concentrated in vacuo leaving a brown-orange semisolid.

198

This material was used immediately in the cyclization step with sulfoxide III.29 without further
purification.

To a −78 °C cooled solution of thioether III.16 (1 equiv.) in anhydrous DCM (0.455 M) in a flamedried round-bottom flask was added a solution of meta-chloroperbenzoic acid (1.10 equiv) in DCM
(0.5 M) dropwise over 10 minutes. The resulting milky suspension was warmed to 0 °C and stirred
at that temperature for 20 minutes. Then, ice cold H2O was added and the layers were separated.
The organic layer was washed 3x with sat.aq. NaHCO3, dried over anhydrous Na2SO4, filtered,,
and concentrated at 20 °C under reduced pressure to yield sulfoxide III.29 as a murky white-grey
liquid which was used immediately without further purification11.

To a flame-dried round bottom flask equipped with a stir bar under N2 atmosphere was added
dipolarophile amidate III.28 (1.0 equiv.) and anhydrous N,N’-dimethylpropylenurea (1 M). The
mixture was heated to 80 °C. After ten minutes, a solution of sulfoxide III.29 (2.0 equiv.) in N,N’dimethylpropylenurea (2 M) was added dropwise. The reaction was allowed to stir at 80 °C for 1
hour, then was cooled to room temperature. The crude reaction mixture was poured into
199

equivolume H2O and Et2O, shaken, and the layers separated. The aqueous layer was extracted with
Et2O 3x, then the combined organic layers were washed with 3x with H2O. The organic layer was
dried over anhydrous Na2SO4, filtered, and concentrated in vacuo. III.30 was purified by flash
column chromatography (15% EtOAc/hexanes) to give III.30 as a white solid (20% yield average,
41% maximum obtained).
(3R,5R)-3-fluoro-5-isopropyl-1-((((trimethylsilyl)methyl)thio)methyl)pyrrolidin-2-one
1

(III.30):

H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.25 – 5.01 (m, 2H), 3.81 (tt, J = 11.2, 3.3 Hz, 2H), 2.50 – 2.38 (m,

1H), 2.20 (pdd, J = 6.9, 3.9, 1.2 Hz, 1H), 1.90 (ddt, J = 28.8, 13.8, 6.8 Hz, 1H), 1.80 (d, J = 12.2
Hz, 1H), 1.68 (d, J = 12.2 Hz, 1H), 0.97 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H), 0.80 (d, J = 6.8 Hz, 3H), 0.09 (s, 9H).
C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 170.49 (d, J = 20.2 Hz), 87.86 (d, J = 185.3 Hz), 56.58 (d, J = 3.3

13

Hz), 45.49, 26.45, 25.22 (d, J = 19.5 Hz), 17.79 (d, J = 97.0 Hz), 13.76, -1.84.
MHz, CDCl3) δ -186.50 (ddd, J = 52.9, 28.9, 11.7 Hz).
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Cyclization Procedures from Linear cis-iPr-F-Thioether Adduct

To a flame-dried round bottom flask equipped with a stir bar was added N-linked thioether III.30
and anhydrous DCM (0.075 M). Under an N2 atmosphere at 0 °C was added TFA and TFAA
dropwise. The reaction was warmed to room temperature and continued mixing until starting
material consumed as indicated by TLC, usually around 5 hours. The reaction mixture was
concentrated in vacuo yielding an off-white solid that degrades after several hours upon standing.
and characterized. Crude NMR studies show complete, clean conversion to a single product
structurally consistent with III.31, though it is not mechanistically clear how this would happen.
HRMS is inconclusive as of yet.
III.31: 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.82 (d, J = 10.4 Hz, 1H), 5.45 (dd, J = 10.4, 1.6 Hz, 1H),
5.16 (ddd, J = 52.1, 8.8, 6.7 Hz, 1H), 3.70 (tt, J = 7.1, 3.6 Hz, 1H), 2.51 (dddd, J = 14.1, 12.0, 8.8,
7.3 Hz, 1H), 2.25 (pdd, J = 6.9, 3.8, 1.4 Hz, 1H), 1.99 (ddt, J = 27.9, 14.0, 6.9 Hz, 1H), 1.02 (d, J
= 6.9 Hz, 3H), 0.93 – 0.79 (m, 3H). 13C NMR (19F decoupled) (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 171.23, 156.91,
114.20, 87.99, 86.13, 68.08, 58.59, 27.52, 25.97, 25.78, 18.36, 13.81. 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3)
δ 171.35 (d, J = 20.3 Hz), 156.91 (q, J = 43.4 Hz), 118.98 – 107.86 (m), 87.07 (d, J = 187.4 Hz),
68.07, 58.57 (d, J = 3.3 Hz), 27.52, 25.87 (d, J = 19.8 Hz), 18.29, 13.80.
CDCl3) δ -74.81.
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